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Introduction

Jennifer Arlen and Eric Talley

A central function of law is to influence and shape human behavior. Liability rules, negligence standards, punitive damages, evidentiary presumptions, criminal penalties, default rules of contracting, and rules of jurisdictional reach: each plays an important role within a larger normative enterprise of law, discouraging socially undesirable activities while encouraging socially desirable ones. Any legal scholar, policy-maker or judge who seeks to use law for instrumental purposes must inevitably contend with understanding and forecasting how law and human behavior interact. Such forecasts are not easy. Among other things, they minimally require a coherent theory of how people behave in legal environments. Such a theory, moreover, must be capable of predicting how legal structures shape incentives, coordinate beliefs and communicate expectations, and also how such factors are likely to interact to affect actors’ decisions.

For nearly a half-century, the field of Law and Economics has embraced a specific theoretical account of how legal environments affect behavior. A central analytic concept of that account is Expected Utility Theory (and its slightly more generalized cousin, Rational Choice Theory). Informally, Expected Utility Theory maintains that (at least under certain assumptions) individuals’ preferences can be represented through a well-defined, consistent mathematical function that translates specific features of one’s current status (wealth, income, health, consumption, etc.) into a scalar value reflecting one’s level of satisfaction – or ‘utility’. The theory presumes that the function translating attributes into utility is stable; thus, a given set of attributes always yields the same utility. It also presumes that, in risky environments, an individual uses all available information to form unbiased consistent estimates about risky outcomes, ultimately making the choice that maximizes the probability weighted sum of her utility across contingencies. In addition, many applications of Expected Utility Theory assume that individuals are self-interested and indifferent to the welfare of others, although this is not a requirement of the framework.

Since the early 1960s, Law and Economics scholars have employed the Expected Utility framework to great effect, producing insights about the ways that law alters behavior. In addition, at least some Law and Economics scholars have further maintained that such insights can and should serve as the normative basis for legal policy reforms, through the lens of efficiency. Although the approach is a well-accepted form of academic discourse, the practical import of any Law and Economics argument still must turn on whether (or when) Expected Utility Theory in fact accurately predicts how individuals respond to their legal environment. In other words, to have value as a predictive or normative enterprise, the underlying tenets of Expected Utility Theory must be generally sound (at least on average).

Of course, the soundness of any predictive framework in social science cannot be verified with theory alone; rather, those predictions must be tested externally. There are two generally accepted (and somewhat related) methodologies for testing theories of human behavior: (1)
Empiricism, which analyzes data drawn from the ‘real world’; and (2) experimentalism, which analyzes data drawn from the laboratory. This book is dedicated to the latter.

Experimentalists study human decision making by placing subjects in tightly orchestrated environments and providing them with a set of experiences and/or choices whose presentation, features, and variations are all within the researchers’ control. For example, researchers conducting experiments frequently seek to manipulate subjects’ initial reference points, the riskiness of their choices, the content of available information, the manner in which such information is presented, and the economic stakes that subjects realize from their actions. By varying critical parameters of choice, experimentalists test whether individuals’ responses to such stimuli coincide with the predictions of benchmark theories of behavior. When experimental results do not support existing theories, the results can be used either to modify existing theories or to reject them. In the latter case, the experiments then can serve as a potential basis for developing new theories of behavior. The capacity for experimental work to test the validity of behavioral theories is vital to legal policy, since behavioral theories generate predictions about both likely responses to legal regime change, and (in some instances) the desirability of those responses.

Experimentalism is an important complement to empiricism in a number of ways. Most notably, outside of the rare natural experiment, it is frequently difficult – perhaps prohibitively so – to make causal inferences from real-world data. Although a researcher may observe that a legal change appears correlated to some subsequent behavioral change, it is often difficult to determine whether that change in behavior was caused by the reform in question or rather whether the co-movement is due to an omitted factor (or even reverse causality). Moreover, outside of the laboratory, there are significant sources of noise that can convolute the process of making inferences. Researchers often do not know, for example, precisely what information people had about the choice, how much time they had to focus on it, or whether there were external considerations affecting their choice (e.g. reputational concerns).

Experimental approaches are often an apt vehicle for addressing the shortcomings of real-world empiricism. Indeed, well-designed experiments reduce (and frequently eliminate) observational noise by placing subjects in a tightly controlled environment. Control, in turn, allows researchers to manipulate exactly what factors could be relevant to subjects’ choices, facilitating significantly stronger causal inferences about how specific environmental stimuli affect behavior. Moreover, experimental results can serve as the most compelling basis for testing existing theories of decision making, generalizing those theories, or even generating new ones.

The Theme(s) of this Book

This book collects some of the leading articles on Experimental Law and Economics, which is a special subset of experimental analysis proper. Experimental Law and Economics encompasses a set of experiments that focus specifically on how individual actors respond to their legal environment (as reflected in rules and institutions). Nevertheless, experiments rooted within the Law and Economics tradition typically transcend their nominal moniker of ‘legal scholarship’, making substantive contributions more generally to behavioral sciences. This is for good reason: legal institutions are a prime venue where people interact both with one another
and the state, and are therefore a focal vehicle for effecting (and affecting) policy commitments.

As with much policy-relevant academic work, experimentalists in Law and Economics frequently strive for immediate relevance and effect. Many studies (both within and outside of this book) offer results that – at least according to some – provide the basis for either immediate or prospective legal reforms. As noted above, however, the soundness of such conclusions ultimately turns on a collection of factors, the identification and exploration of which is a central purpose of this Introduction.

Specifically, our goal is to provide the reader with a toolkit to digest and evaluate not only the studies included in this book, but also the literature more generally, and the strength of any prescriptive inferences she might extract from it. While we shall explore specific implements of this toolkit in the following sections, it is perhaps prudent to highlight three of the most prominent ones at the onset. The first is the necessity of determining the underlying purpose of an experiment. Some experiments are designed to test existing theories of decision making. Others are designed to construct theories, either by calibrating under-determined accounts, or by providing basic insights that could serve as the kernel of some new future theory. Most of the Experimental Law and Economics literature has been preoccupied (directly or indirectly) with the former goal: testing existing theories of decision making. Far fewer have focused (at least, consciously) on calibration or development of alternative theories of behavior. In particular, experimental tests within this field have generally focused on testing predictions of Expected Utility Theory, the analytical cornerstone of the classical Law and Economics approach.

In many ways, this focus is eminently sensible. Experiments that test existing theories are often perceived to have the broadest potential implications for policy questions (at least within the domain of the theory being tested). An experiment whose results provide support for a posited theory also (indirectly) lends support for subsequently using that theory to predict reactions to future policy reforms – even if such manipulations lie outside the specific experimental design. For example, should an experiment (or series thereof) conclusively demonstrate that people always make decisions consistent with Expected Utility Theory, this experiment would have broad implications for legal policy, for it would imply that one could more comfortably use Expected Utility Theory as a general purpose vehicle for evaluating prospective reforms. Similarly, experimental results that principally falsify Expected Utility Theory could cast powerful skepticism on the theory’s general predictive powers, even outside the specific experimental domain in question.

Of course, the policy implications of a theory’s evident refutation are elusive in the absence of a plausible, falsifiable alternative theoretical account that is more consistent with observed data. Within Experimental Law and Economics, most well-known studies purport to test Expected Utility Theory against its chief conceptual rival, Prospect Theory. Briefly, Prospect Theory posits that decision-makers systematically and predictably deviate from Expected Utility Theory predictions in at least three ways (Kahnemann and Tversky, 1979). First, Prospect Theory maintains that people tend to make decisions relative to a status quo ante reference point, evaluating relative gains and losses differentially. Changing their perceived reference point may alter their revealed preferences. Second, Prospect Theory maintains that people do not use actuarially accurate, consistent probability assessments when they assess the likelihood of gains and losses, but instead employ subjective beliefs that overvalue small
probabilities and undervalue large ones; they also update probabilities in a distinctly non-Bayesian manner. Third, Prospect Theory maintains that individuals exhibit dynamic preference inconsistencies, for example, discounting future payoffs excessively against short-term gains or losses.\(^6\)

The emergence of Prospect Theory as a legitimate rival to Expected Utility Theory raises a second ingredient of the toolkit for readers of experimental work: understanding the \textit{domain of the theory being developed/calibrated}. Both Expected Utility and Prospect Theory share the premise that individuals employ a single program to make all decisions. Yet, not all theories of decision making accept this premise. Indeed, the theories coming to dominate neuroscience and neuroeconomics are based on a quite different view of decision making. At the risk of oversimplifying, two canonical families of decision-making theory now appear to characterize the literature. The first might be called ‘unitary-process’ theories. Such accounts posit that people employ a common operational approach to make decisions across a broad (or universal) domain of activity. For example, a unitary-process thinker would use a similar cognitive calculus across a variety of contexts, e.g. deciding what to eat for breakfast, whether to marry/divorce, whether to quit smoking, what kind of car to buy, whether to commit a felony, and so forth. Traditionally, both Expected Utility Theory and Prospect Theory are broadly perceived to be unitary-process theories. By contrast, ‘multiple-process’ theories posit that people employ multiple decision-making programs when they make choices. One leading multiple-process account of decision making holds that decisions result from the concurrent operation of distinct cognitive ‘programs’, some of which affect our conscious deliberation while others are intuitive, non-conscious processes that intervene prior to conscious decision making. (Much of the emerging field of neuroeconomics, for example, illustrates how different parts of the brain become activated depending on the type of decision at issue, a finding that is consistent with multiple-process cognition.) As a result, individual cognitive processes may become dominant in different context-specific situations, and cross-context comparisons can potentially lead to apparent inconsistencies in behavior.

The distinction between unitary-process and multiple-process theories has a number of important implications for experimental work in Law and Economics. Primarily, the recognition that people may employ multiple processes seriously complicates efforts to derive broad normative policy prescriptions from isolated experimental results. The enterprise of testing theories is significantly more apparent within the domain of unitary-process theories because behavior in one context by definition provides information about the decision-making program people use in other circumstances. Thus, one need only find a \textit{single replicable experimental context} (even if somewhat artificial) that is inconsistent with a unitary-process theory’s predictions in order to falsify it \textit{writ large}. By contrast, experiments cannot be assumed to have such broad implications if people employ multiple processes – whose relative impact varies in different circumstances. If these theories are correct, then an experiment demonstrating behavioral inconsistencies with a particular decision-making program in one circumstance may demonstrate only that the underlying program is not a unitary process, but it does not imply that people \textit{never} use that program. Similarly, evidence \textit{consistent with} a particular unitary-process theory cannot necessarily be assumed to carry over to other decision-making contexts.

Recognition of the existence of multiple-process theories is particularly important to the now well-known debate over whether Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory best explains
human behavior. Because these two theories are generally viewed as unitary-process theories, they tend to be treated as mutually exclusive foils. This tradition has arguably led researchers—perhaps too anxiously—to conclude that experimental results inconsistent with one theory both refute that theory and validate its foil. Such conclusions become suspect once we expand the range of plausible theories to include multiple-process accounts.

The third implication that emerges from this discussion relates to experimental design. Experiments should pay particular care to control context because many experiments intended to test existing theories may, in the end, have an important role to play in developing new ones, and must be designed (or read) with that goal in mind. For example, suppose one were to discover evidence that within some particular arena (e.g., learning about the risks of automobile accidents), actors do not formulate and update beliefs in an unbiased and consistent manner. Under a unitary-process framework, one might portray such a finding as a test (and indeed a refutation) of Expected Utility Theory. Alternatively, when viewed through the lens of multiple-process accounts, the finding would constitute a contribution towards locating the boundary between deliberative (‘Bayesian’) and unconscious (‘heuristic’) cognitive processes. Viewed in this light, the experiment’s purpose would be not as much to test a theory as it would be to develop and/or calibrate a new one.

In light of the above distinctions, the collection of experiments in this volume carry a critical implication for policy-oriented researchers interested in Experimental Law and Economics. Our assessment is that unitary-process accounts of either Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory are likely implausible and invalid on those terms. There are numerous, replicable examples in the literature (some of which are included in the chapters that follow) that reject either Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory (or both) within certain experimental settings.

This collection of mutually conflicting results can only be consistent with one of three hypotheses. First, it may be that there exists a yet-to-be-conceived unitary-process theory that unifies all (or most) apparent anomalies (the behavioral analog of Einstein’s elusive Unified Field Theory). This explanation, while entirely possible, must await additional contributions by theorists, and has little immediate value to policy-makers. Second, it may be that experiments purporting to falsify one side of the unitary-process debate (or the other) are systematically ill-conceived or invalid as a whole. While such claims warrant consideration, our view (and that of many others) is that even if some experiments have flawed experimental designs, the sheer depth of evidence against both existing unitary-process accounts makes it unlikely that experimental design error systematically pervades the literature.

The final—and in our view most plausible—hypothesis is that human decision making is simply a more nuanced phenomenon than unitary-process theories permit. Rather, actors may employ multiple decision-making programs concurrently, and the actuation of each program may depend on the underlying context in systematic ways. In some contexts, conscious decision making may share many features of Rational Choice Theory. In other moments, unconscious or intuitive processes may intervene, affecting the information that reaches our deliberative processes, the weight we give to various pieces of information, the time and attention devoted to choosing through deliberation, and our willingness to choose based on the outcome of deliberation instead of an ‘intuition’ about what is right.

If the multiple-process account of behavior is a sound one, it would clearly have important implications for both scholars and policy-makers attempting to develop and interpret
experimental work. For scholars, it would mean that one cannot simply dismiss either Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory as a framework to explain decision making in all contexts based on evidence that falsifies one (or the other) in a specific experimental context. Rather, both theories may predict choices well in some circumstances and poorly in others. If this is true, at least two key tasks for researchers are to: (1) isolate/characterize the contextual triggers that induce individuals to switch between distinct cognitive programs; and (2) understand how policy-makers can manipulate those triggers, either by dampening or encouraging non-rational cognition for instrumental design purposes. Much of this work has yet to be done.9

For policy-makers (or those seeking to influence them), the potential validity of multiple-process accounts has a more important implication: it suggests that one must exercise tremendous caution in translating experimental results into policy prescriptions. Greater care, for example, must be taken when extrapolating from the laboratory to real-world settings, since such settings alter context in ways that may actuate wholly distinct cognitive processes, rendering experimental predictions based on more artificial environments untrustworthy. This possibility implies that one must pay significant attention to whether an experiment captures the essential features of a real-world situation of interest. (Such ‘reality check’ desiderata are frequently unpopular – and even unwise – when testing unitary-process theories.) In short, careless extrapolation from specific experimental results can lead to analogously careless (or even dangerous) policy commitments.

The remainder of this Introduction is organized as follows. Section I discusses in greater detail the potential implications that can be drawn from an experiment depending on whether it (1) is designed to test an existing theory or develop a new one, and (2) implicates a unitary-process theory or a multiple-process theory. The section illustrates how experiments have broad negative implications for legal policy to the extent that they test and invalidate unitary-process theories. The constructive implications of experiments are less clear, however, depending once again on the articulated domain of the theory being tested/developed. Section II presents our claim that the existing experimental literature appears largely to falsify both leading unitary-process accounts (Expected Utility and Prospect Theory) when viewed as unitary-process theories. Section II then describes recent evidence from neuroscience that – in our view – is strongly suggestive of multiple-processes accounts. Section III presents the implications of this analysis for experimental design, presenting context-specific criteria relevant to determining the validity of an experiment. Finally, Section IV overviews the contributions of the Experimental Law and Economics literature contained in this book, highlighting considerations that we believe to be relevant for legal policy. The articles included in this book fall into four areas: (1) contracting, legal entitlement, and the Coase Theorem (including the endowment effect); (2) self-serving biases; (3) other-regarding preferences; and (4) decision making under risk and uncertainty (focusing particularly on judges and juries).

I. Implications of Experiments for Legal Policy

Virtually all social scientific efforts to analyze the effects of legal rules on human behavior depend, explicitly or implicitly, on a model (formal or informal) of how people respond to their legal environment. The validity of these analyses therefore depends on whether the underlying model accurately predicts (perhaps with some noise) individual actions. If it fails to predict
people’s behavior accurately, then any reform prescriptions emanating from that model become untrustworthy.

The task of testing existing theories of human behavior and developing new ones requires the contribution of empiricists and experimentalists. Empirical analysis of behavior in the real world provides insights into *how* people behave in the real world, but it often cannot tell us *why* people behave in a particular way. In particular, it often is difficult to use real-world choices to test any particular theory of decision making because a variety of factors – such as information problems, institutions or third parties – could cause people’s choices in the real world to deviate from the predictions of the theory. We cannot easily access whether behavior conforms to theory unless we can control the factors affecting decision making.

By contrast, experimental analysis allows researchers to examine behavior in a controlled environment, often (though not exclusively) in a lab. Experiments are an important complement to empirical analysis using real-world data because researchers can design experiments to isolate and examine particular causal drivers of human decision making – for example, responses to sanctions – and examine them separately from other factors that might affect behavior in the real world. Moreover, the ability to control the decision-making context allows researchers to test the predictions of existing theories with a minimal amount of measurement error due to other forms of observational noise. And when existing theories are found wanting, experimental results can also provide a portfolio of stylized facts for developing new theories of behavior.

Experimental Law and Economics encompasses a set of experiments that focus on how people respond to legal rules and institutions. As noted here, however, many such experiments seek to transcend this subject-matter constraint and contribute to the broader quest of formulating robust and predictive general theories of human decision making. Experiments contribute to this project both by testing existing theories of decision-making (such as Expected Utility Theory) and by providing evidence to develop new theories. In addition, many experiments in Law and Economics endeavor to provide results that can be used to formulate existing legal policy, even in advance of the development of a generally agreed upon theory of decision making that consistently predicts behavior.

Whether an experiment provides insights that should be used as the basis for legal policy depends on the purposes of the experiment, the domain of the theory it addresses, the results of the experiment, its relationship to other experimental results and the validity of the experimental design. Perhaps most centrally, the implications of an experiment for legal policy depends on whether the experiment is testing an established theory or is simply providing results that can be used to develop and/or calibrate an emerging theory. In considering experiments that test theories, it is important to consider whether the experiment only is relevant to testing/developing a unitary-process theory (which assumes people employ one decision-making program to make all decisions) or also has implications for multiple-process theories (which assumes that people employ multiple, interacting decision-making programs). This latter consideration can affect both the design of the experiment itself and its interpretation against the existing experimental literature.

(a) Why Do Experiments?

Experiments can play important roles in both testing and developing theories. Their role in testing theories is self-evident. Experimental Law and Economics has been used to test
numerous theoretical predictions. For example, Hoffman and Spitzer (1982, Chapter 1 in this volume and 1985) devised a number of experimental protocols to test the much-heralded prediction of the Coase Theorem (Coase, 1960) that, in the absence of transaction costs and wealth effects, the initial allocation of a legal rule is irrelevant for purposes of allocational efficiency because people, through bargaining, would allocate goods to those who valued them most. Those early experiments of the Coase theorem largely confirmed its predictions, while also pointing out deviations from the theory (an observation pursued at length by others, as we shall elaborate below). Other experiments have more consistently identified situations in which people deviate from accepted theories, as discussed below.

Experimental results also can be used to develop or calibrate theories of human decision-making. Indeed, it is relatively common for surprising experimental findings – often initially cast as ‘anomalies’ or ‘paradoxes’ – to have powerful feedback effects on theory, particularly when such apparent anomalies are widespread and routine in their occurrence. In such instances, theorists often feel compelled to search for a new theory of behavior that explains the experimental results. Examples abound in economics where subjects’ behavior in experiments induced monumental theoretical reformulations. The well-known St Petersburg paradox from the mid-eighteenth century,10 for example, motivated much of the original formulation of risk aversion and the so-called ‘expected utility’ hypothesis about behavior (described in greater detail below). The Allais (1953) paradox demonstrating troubling apparent preference reversals in expected utility contexts provided much of the motivation behind Kahnemann and Tversky’s (1979) seminal work developing Prospect Theory.

The distinction between these two goals of testing an existing theory and developing/calibrating a newer one is important because the underlying goal of an experiment can substantively affect not only its design, but also the implications that can be drawn from experimental results.11 Experiments designed to test existing theories have the broadest potential implications for legal policy, depending on the results of the experiment and how they interact with the findings of other valid experiments. An experiment that invalidates a theory of decision making has broad implications because it suggests that policy-makers cannot rely on that theory to design legal policy. Moreover, depending on the domain of the underlying theory (see below), one experiment can undermine the use of a theory in situations reaching far beyond the specific choice considered in the experiment. The reverberations of a negative result can cascade out to all forms of decision making, not just those covered by the experiment.

On the other hand, experiments may not be able to offer immediate implications for legal policy if their principal aim (or legitimate implication) is to provide results that may be used to develop or calibrate new theories. Care must be taken in extrapolating from the results of experiments endeavoring to develop new theories of behavior, because it is difficult to know the predictive power of the experimental results until the theory of behavior is fully developed and tested. Thus, experiments devised to develop or calibrate theories, while still useful for prospective policy-making, may only begin to pay normative dividends after months or years of calibration.

(b) The Domain of a Theory (and the Theory of Domain)

The inferences that can be drawn from an experiment also depend on the precise domain of the theory tested, developed, or calibrated by the experiment. These inferences also depend on
the relevance for experimental interpretation of other theories of behavior, which the experimenter might not have tested, but which might be plausible nonetheless. In particular, it is important to evaluate experimental results within Law and Economics with respect to two theoretical domains: ‘unitary-process’ and ‘multiple-process’ models of decision making.\textsuperscript{12} Unitary-process theories of decision making, as defined here, hold that people tend to adhere to a particular decision-making program across the entire set of contextual domains in which choices are made. By contrast, multiple-process theories of decision making posit that people employ many decision-making programs, either simultaneously or in a context-contingent fashion. To be fully specified, a multiple-process theory also must pair all possible decision-making contexts with a decision-making program (or combination of programs) that are activated within that context.

Much of the seminal experimental work in Law and Economics has been focused on testing the leading theories of behavior currently employed to predict the consequences of legal rules. These theories can fairly be characterized as unitary-process theories. The first of these is Expected Utility Theory, which provides the foundation for traditional economic analysis and most Law and Economics. As noted above, Expected Utility Theory holds that people rationally act in a manner consistent with maximizing their expected utility.\textsuperscript{13} This theory conventionally presumes that individuals possess stable, consistent, well-behaved preferences and the capacity to optimally accumulate and assess information. It further assumes that when people evaluate choices in a risky environment, they do so by weighing both the probability and magnitude of the potential outcomes associated with each choice.\textsuperscript{14} Finally, although not a requirement of Expected Utility Theory, many applications also assume individuals to be self-interested, indifferent to the welfare of others. Most who write in the tradition of Expected Utility Theory tend to view it as a unitary-process theory, implicitly positing that decision making in all contexts should satisfy the tenets of Expect Utility Theory, at least on average.

There are a number of leading challenges to conventional Expected Utility Theory, the most notable of which is Prospect Theory, which was initially posited by Kahnemann and Tversky (1979). According to Kahnemann and Tversky, people do not make choices under uncertainty based on the ‘true’ objective probabilities of the potential outcomes, as predicted by Bayesian reasoning. Instead, they overweigh small probabilities and undervalue large ones. In addition, they do not exhibit universally concave utility functions, but instead have utility functions that kink and become convex at a reference point that subjects identify with the status quo. Moreover, most accounts of Prospect Theory (though not Kahnemann and Tversky’s original) also posit that individuals exhibit dynamically inconsistent preferences, giving excessive weight to current costs and benefits.

In our view, it is probably a fair reading of the literature to conclude that both the devotees of Prospect Theory and those of Expected Utility Theory tend (at least implicitly) to view them as unitary-process theories, in that each theory posits a decision-making algorithm that transcends all circumstances governed by the theory. (It is worth noting, however, that some have advocated against this view and have worked to situate both approaches within a more generalized framework: Camerer and Talley, 2007).

Unitary-process theories are particularly attractive candidates for experimental analysis because unitary-process theories, by definition, assume that people employ a particular decision-making program in all circumstances, both familiar and unfamiliar. Given this, an
experiment can plausibly claim to refute the validity of any unitary-process theory by demonstrating that circumstances exist where people’s decision making does not conform to the predictions of the theory – even if the laboratory choice differs from the types of choices people make in the real world. Although such a negative experimental finding would not imply that people never employ that decision-making program, it would invalidate any theory which holds that people employ that decision-making program across the universe of behavioral domains.\textsuperscript{15}

It is more difficult of course, to provide experimental confirmation of a unitary-process theory than it is to refute it. Indeed, a single experiment yielding results consistent with a unitary-process theory cannot show that decision making always conforms to the theory. Rather, many more results are needed that are consistent with the theory in order to show that the theory always predicts behavior.

While it is true that a single experiment refuting a unitary-process theory is enough to invalidate it as a theory, the practical implications of this claim are likely narrower than it may at first appear. The reason for this is that unitary-process theories are not the only plausible theories of decision making. Indeed, there is an emerging consensus among neuroscientists, neuroeconomists and psychologists that people do not use any one decision-making program to make all decisions, but instead use different decision-making programs in different circumstances. The existence of this alternative theory of behavior has important implications for those seeking to use experimental results as the basis for legal policy because it implies that people may behave inconsistently with a particular theory in some circumstances but consistent with it in others. In this case, experimental evidence that fails to confirm that people use a given program – for example, Expected Utility Theory – would imply that this theory is not a valid unitary-process theory, but does not necessarily imply that people never employ the tested decision-making program to make decisions. Multiple-process theories thus narrow the potential policy implications which can be drawn from experimental evidence and also raise the hurdles that experimenters face in designing an experiment which generates valid, controlled, and yet generalizable results.

II. Experimental Tests of Unitary versus Multiple-Process Theories

The implications of experimental research for legal policy depend to a considerable degree on whether the experimental results should be interpreted with respect to the assumption that people employ one decision-making program to make all decisions or against the alternative assumption that people employ multiple programs to make decisions, often simultaneously. This section briefly discusses experiments relevant to this issue. We begin with a discussion of experimental results within Experimental Law and Economics. We then turn to a discussion of the results of experiments generated by the emerging field of neuroeconomics. We conclude that the results of both types of experiments are inconsistent with the core premise of all unitary-process theories that people employ a single decision-making algorithm to make choices (either in general or about losses).

Specifically, evidence suggests that decisions are produced by the interaction of conscious decision-making processes – including deliberation that may share many features of Rational Choice Theory – and unconscious intuitive processes that often intervene in advance of
deliberation. These unconscious processes can intervene in a variety of ways, affecting the information that reaches our deliberative processes, the weight we give to various pieces of information, our perception of the status quo, the time and attention devoted to choosing through deliberation, and our willingness to choose based on the outcome of deliberation instead of an ‘intuition’ about what is right. One hypothesis is that deliberative decision-making processes may conform to Rational Choice Theory (perhaps exhibiting loss aversion), while intuitive processes do not. The challenge for decision-making theory is to determine whether this is the case, the precise contours of the intuitive processes, and what factors determine whether choices are influenced by deliberative processes or non-conscious ones.

(a) Testing Unitary Process Theories

Experimental Law and Economics generally has focused on testing the validity of the two leading unitary-process theories of decision-making: Expected Utility Theory and Prospect Theory. Many experiments simply test the validity of Expected Utility Theory, and examine whether circumstances exist where people do not behave consistently with Expected Utility Theory or instead systematically displayed particular heuristics or biases (e.g., the self-serving bias; other-regarding preferences; endowment effects; status quo biases) that caused them to behave in a manner systematically inconsistent with Expected Utility Theory.\(^{16}\) Other experiments seek to examine whether people behave consistently with either Prospect Theory or Expected Utility Theory.

The subset of the experimental literature that is particularly preoccupied with this ‘battle of the bands’ between Expected Utility Theory and Prospect Theory is the literature on the so-called ‘endowment effect’. The endowment effect experiments were the first to test the central tenet of Expected Utility Theory that people’s preferences are constant and are not contingent on a perceived status quo ante. The endowment effect experiments, which we discuss in detail below, purport to show that the value that people attach to an object is not constant. Instead, experimenters found evidence that people can value objects they own and feel entitled to possess more than objects owned by others, even when possession does not in any obvious way increase the value of the object (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler, 1991). Assuming the validity of the experiments, this evidence is sufficient to refute Expected Utility Theory’s claim to being a valid unitary-process theory because it establishes that people’s valuation of an entitlement can depend on their relationship to the object in ways that do not affect its actual utility to the person. This possibility is inconsistent with the predictions of Expected Utility Theory.

Similarly, there is evidence that people evaluate outcome differently depending on whether they perceive it as a loss or a gain (regardless of its substantive characteristics) – a related phenomenon known as the ‘framing effect’. A person subject to framing effects perceives the promise that she will receive a bonus of $100 if she reaches a particular achievement goal differently than if the $100 is built into her initial wage and she is told that she will be docked $100 if she does not hit that same goal. This evidence also is inconsistent with Expected Utility Theory because evidence that valuation depends on the subjects’ perceived status quo is inconsistent with the premise that utility functions are fixed, and do not vary with context. This is not only troubling for generating positive theories about how people will behave after a legal change, but it gives rise to significant normative challenges for economists, who tend to pursue
utilitarian ends in their normative approach. In turn, it may generate a potentially stronger case for legal rules to pursue paternalistic goals, associated with maximizing agents’ ‘a-contextual’ preferences.

Although the existing experimental results appear to refute the claim that Expected Utility Theory is a valid unitary-process theory, the experimental results do not support the claim that Prospect Theory can stand as an alternative valid unitary-process theory. Surveying this vast literature, one cannot escape the striking conclusion that neither of these theories is a valid unitary-process theory (unless it can be shown that all of the experiments on one side of the debate are wrong). A large body of experimental evidence now shows that people systematically behave in a manner consistent with Prospect Theory in some circumstances, and yet in other circumstances they make choices entirely consistent with Expected Utility Theory. These experiments (if valid) refute the claim that either Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory is a valid unitary-process theory. It seems unlikely that there exists a unitary-process theory which can explain all the conflicting results.

A CASE STUDY: THE ENDOWMENT EFFECT

Our claim that neither Expected Utility Theory nor Prospect Theory is a valid unitary-process theory is likely to be controversial (at least within Experimental Law and Economics). Thus, it is useful to defend it with a more in-depth discussion of some of the literature on the issue. One of the richest lines of research in the battle between Expected Utility Theory and Prospect Theory is the extensive line of experiments on the endowment effect. Although we summarize this literature in more detail later, it is useful to consider briefly the relevance of this literature for the claim that a valid unitary-process theory of decision making may not exist.

A central tenet of Expected Utility Theory is that people’s preferences are constant across all states of the world (real or perceived). This assumption implies that mere ownership or a sense of entitlement to possession should not, after correcting for wealth effects and transaction costs, alter how people value an object. This implies that, ceteris paribus, there should be no difference between the maximum amount that a person should be willing to pay to buy an object and the minimum amount she would be willing to accept to sell it. By contrast, Prospect Theory posits that valuation is state dependent: people evaluate their welfare in a given state with reference to the status quo, experiencing a given negative change in wealth with respect to the status quo more strongly than an equivalent positive change in wealth with respect to the status quo. Proponents of Prospect Theory argue that this is consistent with the hypothesis that the amount that someone values an object may depend on their perceived status quo – specifically, on whether the person feels an ownership entitlement to the object. Under this view, when individuals feel entitled to an object their willingness to accept payment to part with the object will tend to exceed their willingness to pay to acquire it had they never possessed it. The spread between one’s willingness to accept and willingness to pay is frequently called the ‘endowment effect’. This particular phenomenon has been of considerable interest to Law and Economics scholars, given its rather direct relationship to one of the most central theoretical precepts of the field: the Coase Theorem.

Experimental treatments of the endowment effect not only purport to test the phenomenon in its simpliciter, but also to test the underlying validity of Expected Utility Theory as a unitary-process theory. They also bear on the validity of Prospect Theory as a valid unitary-process theory of decision making (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler,
A review of the experimental evidence on the endowment effect reveals a mixed landscape.

On the one hand, there are now countless examples in the literature of experiments where the evidence appears quite inconsistent with Expected Utility Theory but consistent with Prospect Theory. Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler's seminal endowment effect experiment is an example of this type of finding. There the experimenters found that subjects valued a university coffee mug more if they initially felt a sense of ownership of it than if they did not (even correcting for transaction costs and wealth effects). This finding is inconsistent with the premise of Expected Utility Theory that valuation is independent of entitlement *per se*, but is consistent with the predictions of Prospect Theory (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler, 1990, Chapter 4 in this volume). Numerous subsequent experiments – both in the USA and other countries – have found that subjects exhibit an endowment effect with respect to a variety of different objects: Henrich *et al.*, 2005; Horowitz and McConnell, 2002 (surveying studies). If these experiments are valid, this evidence would seem to invalidate the theory that people make all decisions based on Expected Utility Theory.

On the other hand, experimental evidence does not uniformly line up consistently with these findings. Many experiments in fact find no difference between Willingness-to-Accept and Willingness-to-Pay in situations where Prospect Theory would predict that an endowment effect should occur. Specifically, experiments have shown that people endow some goods but not others: Horowitz and McConnell, 2002 (surveying studies). Subjects also do not exhibit an endowment effect with respect to ‘numeraire goods’, such as money or tokens that have no intrinsic value but can be traded for goods (including mugs). Moreover, even with respect to goods that often produce an endowment effect, researchers have shown that subjects may not exhibit an endowment effect in some circumstances. For example, one field experiment found that people who collect trading cards exhibit an endowment effect, but this effect dissipates once they start trading the cards regularly (List, 2003). Moreover, Arlen, Spitzer and Talley (2002, Chapter 5 in this volume) found that a simple change in the framing of the experiment can eliminate the endowment effect even with respect to university coffee mugs.

All told, the existing evidence, read at face value, does not establish that people always exhibit an endowment effect, nor does it establish that they never do. These conflicting results are inconsistent with both Expected Utility Theory and Prospect Theory, at least when viewed as unitary-process accounts of human behavior.

There are numerous potential implications of this conclusion. Our preferred interpretation is that to the extent that either Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory predicts when subjects exhibit an endowment, the current evidence strongly undermines the claim that either account constitutes a satisfactory unitary-process theory. We conjecture that it is likely that people do not employ one process to make all decisions, but instead employ multiple programs, a phenomenon that would explain the mixed results in the literature.

Nevertheless, before elaborating on that conjecture, we should also consider two other plausible hypotheses for the apparent disagreement in the literature. The first is that there is another yet-to-be-developed unitary-process theory that would better predict individual behavior. This seems possible, given the fact that both Prospect Theory and Expected Utility Theory themselves were the products of observed anomalous behavior inconsistent with existing explanations. To the extent that this explanation has merit, it warrants encouraging future theorists to craft alternative conceptual models to predict behavior in a way that offers
a better explanation than both extant paradigms. For those interested in basing *current* policy
on *current* research, however, the possibility of a future, more explanatory theory is of little
practical value.

Another possible explanation for the mixed experimental results may be that some (or all)
of the experiments are in some way invalid. Experimental results may be invalid for a variety
of reasons. For example, experimental results will be invalid if subjects misunderstand the tasks
they are asked to perform, are indifferent to their tasks or are influenced by systematic factors
that the experimenters did not control for, such as their non-anonymity with the experimenter.
It is important to consider this possibility because, as we discuss in greater detail below, some
experiments claiming to test for the presence of an endowment effect employed poorly specified
procedures that undermine the validity of their results (see, e.g., Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter
6 in this volume, arguing that many studies finding an endowment effect either do not exclude
other factors or poorly inform subjects of the nature of their decisions).

Although experimental design flaws always deserve serious consideration, our view is that
the breadth and depth of extant studies renders implausible claims that such flaws have
systematically permeated one side of the field or the other. We reach this conclusion based on
the evidence from a number of quarters. First, within Experimental Law and Economics, the
endowment effect is one of the most widely studied phenomena. While some studies finding
the endowment effect admittedly fail to control for various important factors (e.g. incentive
compatibility, strategic bargaining, wealth effects, anonymity effects, confusion, etc.), even
after their exclusion there are a number of well-crafted studies that do offer such controls.
Second, there are numerous experiments within the literature that test other predictions of
Prospect Theory, and show that people behave consistent with Prospect Theory in some
circumstances and Expected Utility Theory in others (see, e.g., Babcock and Loewenstein,
1997; Güth, Schmittberger and Schwarze, 1982; Camerer, 2003; Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003).
Moreover, evidence from the (smaller) number of debiasing studies appears consistent with
leading multiple-process theories, in that it suggests decisions are the product of both
deliberative and non-deliberative decision-making processes whose actuation can be
manipulated by context. For example, there is evidence that subjects evaluating litigation
settlement decisions display self-serving biases that distort their decisions, but this bias can be
eliminated through rules or institutions that require them to consider the weakness of their case
or the reasons a judge might rule against them (Babcock, Loewenstein and Issacharoff, 1998,
Chapter 11 in this volume).

Lastly, the literature from neuroscience suggests that there may be sound physiological
reasons to believe that multiple-process theories are at play in many arenas of human behavior.
It is to this literature we now turn.

(b) *Multiple-process Theories of Decision Making*

A growing number of economists and neuroscientists are converging on the view the people
employ multiple decision-making programs when they make decisions (e.g. Camerer,
Loewenstein and Prelec, 2005; Cosmides and Tooby, 2006). If this is the case, then the quest
for a valid theory of human decision making lies in finding a more general meta-theory that
identifies the structure of the different programs employed and also the factors that determine
which program is employed.
One set of multiple-process theories posits that one set of decision-making programs is conscious and deliberative. These processes are involved when we reason carefully about choices and consider the consequences of our actions. These conscious decision-making programs may be consistent with Rational Choice Theory in some circumstances. Yet these conscious programs are not the only ones that affect choices. People’s choices also are influenced by non-conscious, automatic decision-making programs that operate below our level of self-awareness. Examples of intuitive decision-making processes include emotional responses that determine people’s behavior far more than they recognize. Other non-conscious responses include intuitions that guide our reactions about what is ethical or moral. (For a review of some recent evidence from neuroeconomics see Sanfey et al., 2006; Camerer and Fehr, 2006; Camerer, Loewenstein and Prelec, 2005.) These more intuitive decision-making processes can intervene to affect our decision-making processes before our conscious decision making has begun to operate. In some cases, these more intuitive processes may distort the strength of the information that reaches our deliberative processes. In other cases, they may operate as weighty intuitions that a particular choice is the ‘right choice’. These intuitions about what is ‘right’ may dictate behavior even when we deliberate carefully.

The hypothesis that decision making is affected by both conscious and non-conscious decision-making programs, which operate quite differently, is supported by a growing body of research. For example, there is evidence that the ‘intuitions’ (including moral judgments) that guide people’s decision making are not the result of conscious reasoning, but instead are the product of emotional processes that operate outside the zone of conscious deliberation. Moreover, researchers have found that people’s intuition, emotions and moral judgments may intervene to override the choices that we would make if guided only by our conscious, deliberative decision-making processes. In turn, it has been shown that one can alter decision making by altering the strength of these non-conscious processes.

For example, in one experiment, researchers affected their subjects’ decision making simply by altering their hormone levels, while leaving all other features of the choice unaffected. Building on evidence that people’s brains release the neuropeptide oxytocin in response to an intentional signal of trust from a stranger (Zak, Kurzban and Matzner, 2005), researchers examined whether they could alter levels of ‘trusting’ behavior by altering subjects’ oxytocin levels. The oxytocin manipulation altered trust even when no other factors changed that would give rise to more trust. Even more striking, the experimenters found that oxytocin had a quite targeted effect, affecting only certain forms of trusting. Specifically, oxytocin did not affect other-regarding behavior in general. For example, it did not make subjects more trustworthy of themselves, nor did it affect a willingness to take risk in general. Instead it appeared to affect subjects’ willingness to take a particular social risk arising through social interactions – like the risk of exploitation (Kosfeld et al., 2005). This study thus highlights the effect of non-conscious emotional responses on decision making (Damasio, 2005, Fehr, Fischbasher and Kosfeld, forthcoming) and also shows that these responses can be quite domain specific. Accordingly, evidence that the response is triggered in one context would not imply that it would be triggered in another context.

Additional experiments suggest that people employ different decision-making programs when making choices involving social relationships than they do in other contexts. For example, one recent and particularly interesting brain-imaging study showed that people use a different part of their brains to reason about a situation where a person violated a social contract than
they use when reasoning about an equivalent violation of a precautionary safety rule (Ermer et al., 2006). Moreover, responses to violations of social relationships appear to include the kind of neurological responses that promote the development of reciprocal cooperation between people. For example, there is evidence that subjects who decide to punish a person who has violated a trust norm activate brain areas related to the processing of rewards. This research suggests that people who punish those who abuse trust experience positive satisfaction, which operates as a kind of a neurological reward for actions that promote trust by punishing trust abusers (de Quervain et al., 2004).

This evidence, while preliminary, suggests that experimental analysis of human decision making should attend to the possibility that people may employ multiple programs when making decisions. These programs may be consistent with Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory (as non-unitary programs). This possibility has important implications for experimental analysis. It implies that experiments should test both unitary-process and multi-process theories. It also implies that those interpreting experiments designed as a ‘battle of the bands’ between two unitary-process theories should examine not only whether the experiment establishes the dominance of one unitary-process theory over the other, but also whether the experimental results are sufficiently robust to suggest that the winning unitary-process theory dominates over competing multiple-process theories.

While we believe that the quest for a predictive theory of human decision making will end with the development of a multiple-process theory, we acknowledge that this position is by no means universal. Many scholars, especially in Experimental Law and Economics, explicitly or implicitly hold to the view that human decision making is best analyzed as a result of a unitary process. Some scholars who embrace this view may do so for many reasons, and some may have been affected (wittingly or not) by a decades-long ‘us versus them’ debate between the two dominant unitary-process theories – Expected Utility Theory and Prospect Theory. Not only has the rhetoric of this debate encouraged such dichotomous views, but scholars steeped in one or the other may have become habituated to viewing decision making in a unitary-process fashion. Others may resist multiple-process theories for more reflective reasons, having to do with the ease with which one can test (and, in particular, falsify) a multiple-process theory of human behavior. Such epistemological concerns deserve explicit attention.

(c) Testing Multiple Process Theories

While multiple-process theories represent, in our view, a more parsimonious descriptive account of human cognition, they are without doubt more difficult to test than are their unitary-process cousins. As noted above, unitary-process theories are particularly good subjects for experimental testing because they presume people apply the same decision-making program to all contexts. Consequently, unitary-process theories can be falsified even in the most unrealistic experimental settings, for if a unitary-process theory is correct, the program employed in the lab should be the same one employed in the outside world. Indeed, artificial experimental settings provide, perhaps ironically, a good test of unitary-process theories, since they permit a researcher to exercise careful control over the factors affecting subjects’ choices. A replicable experimental result that is inconsistent with a prediction from a unitary-process theory constitutes a strong refutation of the theory itself.
The opposite is true for multiple-process theories. The first problem is that multiple-process theories, by definition, inject additional analytical ‘degrees of freedom’ into the predictive enterprise. In an important respect, multiple-process theories are a type of meta-theory that subdivides the universe of human behavior into specific contextual arenas, effectively assigning that arena to some subsidiary cognitive algorithm (such as Expected Utility Theory, Prospect Theory, or something else). For example, there is evidence that emotional environments can cause people to deviate from the predictions of Expected Utility Theory and toward those of Prospect Theory. However, there also appears to be evidence that the ability of emotions to effect such a transformation may turn on other attributes of the context in which the decision is made. A robust and predictive multiple-process theory of decision making, then, must not only postulate the set of different processes that people might employ, but also formulate a complete set of predictions about how these processes interact in different contexts. In short, multiple-process theories must combine theories of behavior with theories of context, and do so in a systematic way that can be tested. And herein lies the rub: for although virtually anyone can posit some arbitrary formulation of a multiple-process theory (e.g. ‘People employ Expected Utility Theory on weekdays and Prospect Theory on weekends’), evidence inconsistent with that formulation does not similarly falsify multiple-process theory per se; it may merely suggest that the posited formulation of the theory was misspecified.

The greater imperviousness of multiple-process theories to falsification, in turn, raises a second challenge for researchers and policy-makers: multiple-process theories are currently not fully specified. Instead, the evidence favoring multiple-process accounts largely consists of an assorted collection of examples from the research laboratory. Researchers have yet to match up inductively the assorted set of examples with a deductive theoretical account of context. Even more fundamentally, the literature is still largely at the stages of development/early calibration of theory. As noted above, this current state may be of limited use to policy-makers, who have to make decisions now, and accordingly are limited to using current research results to inform those decisions.

Nevertheless, we think that the existing evidence for multiple-process theories carries valuable lessons for scholars and policy-makers of all stripes. First, for multiple-process theories to be testable, they must focus on decisions that are likely to be affected by a few easily identified and intuitively attractive contextual factors. Second, researchers interested in drawing short-term policy applications from their work might do well to develop experimental protocols that endeavor to capture some of the important elements of context that pervade the ‘real-world’ arena of decision making that one is attempting to explore. A recent trend toward field experimentation, where one cedes some of the experimenter’s control over environment in exchange for real-world context, may provide a promising middle avenue for such work. Finally, before employing experimental results, policy-makers should take special care to confirm whether the experimental setting is a relatively good match with the real world. Such confirmations can act as a responsible check on whether other factors that may affect context (and, in turn, cognitive processes) are adequately captured in the laboratory environment. Nevertheless, notwithstanding these difficulties, we expect that the quest for a predictive theory of human behavior will end with a multiple-process theory. Experimental Law and Economics can contribute to this venture by designing experiments that contribute to our understanding of how these multiple processes interact.
(d) A Working Typology

The preceding discussion reveals that experiments can be classified along two quite different dimensions: (1) the purpose of the experiment (to test a theory or develop one), and (2) the type of theory being tested (or implicated) by the experiment. This theme is reflected in Table 1.

Table 1 Goals of experiments (in columns) versus domain of theory (in rows)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test theory</th>
<th>Develop/calibrate theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unitary Process Theory</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Process Theory</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As previously noted, many experiments may be read and evaluated in a contingent fashion, according to each of the cells in Table 1. Experiments have the broadest immediate policy implications when they are testing an existing theory (left column), because the theory helps determine the breadth of the implications for legal policy. In considering these implications, however, it is important to examine whether the experiment is designed as a test of a unitary-process theory (cell A) or a multiple-process theory (cell C). Even when the experiment tests a unitary-process theory, it is important to consider whether the implications for legal policy would be different if instead decision making were governed by multiple processes. This possibility potentially narrows the implications of many experiments, since the development of such theories is still under way (and thus the number of contributions in cell C may be small or even non-existent). As we discuss in the next section, the ingredients of a ‘good’ experimental design turn on how the study is seen to fit into the above organizational matrix.

III. Elements of Good Experimental Design

Understanding the multiple purposes and possible implications of Experimental Law and Economics reveals that there is no ‘one size fits all’ set of desiderata for an experiment within Law and Economics. Rather, the elements required for a good experiment depend on the purpose of the experiment and the domain of the theory that motivates the study.

Nevertheless, all experiments must satisfy at least six criteria, although the importance of these criteria varies across experimental contexts. These six criteria are: control, internal validity, falsifiability of theory, replicability, external validity, and contextual attentiveness. We examine each of these criteria below and discuss the importance of each relative to where the experiment falls in the cells in Table 1. As we see, some desiderata (such as control and replicability) are vitally important across all cells. Others (such as falsifiability of theory) are important for all cells, but more so for some in particular. Yet others (such as contextual attentiveness) may be manifestly unimportant for some cells while being vital for others.
(a) Control

‘Control’ is often thought to be the *sine qua non* of experimental methods. It is particularly important for experiments seeking to test existing theories of human behavior. A study is said to have achieved control if the experimenter controls the factors that affect choices. For experiments that test a theory of behavior by comparing the behavior of a ‘control group’ of subjects against a ‘treatment group’, this implies that the experimenter must control the differences between those two groups. The experimenter thus must control both the variation in the subject pools and also the differences in the factors relevant to the subjects’ choices.

Control enables experimenters to make causal interferences about how different factors do or do not affect choice. Indeed, the ability to control the factors operating on choice is one of the key potential strengths of experimental methods relative to empirical methods. Consequently, good experiments often take great pains to ensure that the differences between the ‘treatment’ and ‘control’ groups are fully pre-programmed. Rigorous adherence to protocols and consistency among experimenters are all key ingredients of maintaining experimental control.

Beyond this, control requires that any differences in outcomes between the control group and the subject group be driven by only those differences in context that the experimenter intended to introduce and not extraneous factors. This goal is easier to attain the better the subjects understand the choice, the more carefully subjects attend to the choice and the fewer the potential extraneous considerations that might be relevant. For this reason, experimentalists (particularly economists) often endeavor to keep their methodologies simple.

Experimenters also attempt to impose control by granting their subjects practice rounds to familiarize themselves with the nature of the task that they will perform. This can increase control by reducing the likelihood that choices are the product of unintended subject confusion. Nevertheless, caution is needed in employing such mechanisms in some circumstances because practice rounds can have implications for the appropriate interpretation of the experiment, as discussed below.

To induce subjects to focus on the factors of interest to the experiment (and not extraneous factors) experimenters employ mechanisms to induce subjects to attend carefully to the decisions they are being asked to make. Sometimes the experimental protocol may be sufficiently interesting to arrest subjects’ attention. The leading way to induce subjects to focus on the choice in question is to design the experiment such that the subjects’ choices affect how much money they receive at the end of the experiment.\(^{28}\)

In addition, researchers must consider whether subjects’ decisions may be affected by reputational considerations in ways that the researcher has not taken into account. There is evidence that subjects adjust their behavior (perhaps non-consciously) when the experimenter will know their choices, perhaps out of a desire to ensure that the experimenter (often a professor) thinks well of them. Subjects who respond to reputational concerns might make a decision that appears to deviate from rational choice, and yet which nevertheless is rational once the subjects’ reputational concerns are taken into account. Accordingly, in situations where subjects might expect the researcher to prefer one choice over another, experimenters should control for this effect through a blind or double-blind protocol.\(^{29}\)

In addition to maintaining control over what happens to subjects in the laboratory, the experimenter should meticulously assign subjects to experimental pools in a way that ensures
comparability of the treatment and control groups. Thus, for example, it would not be appropriate for an experimenter to use students from one university course as a treatment group, and those in another course as a control. It would similarly be inappropriate for an experimenter to moderate one pool while her research assistant moderated the other. While random assignment of subjects between the control and treatment groups is commonly thought to be a preferred means for controlling subject pool characteristics, with small experiments it is sometimes defensible to engineer some of the assignment to ensure balance of demographic, ethnographic, and economic characteristics among subjects.

Because control is a central aspect of all experimental work, it is clearly important regardless of one’s reasons for conducting an experiment; however, the importance of control is perhaps sharpest when one wishes to test specific (and often causal) theories of behavior. Control may be the most difficult to attain when one is seeking to test or develop a multiple-process theory of decision making because these theories give more explicit attention to factors likely to influence non-conscious decision-making processes (including emotions).

(b) Internal Consistency

Another fundamental condition for a good experiment is that the factors that subjects actually focus on in making their choices should be those factors whose influence the experimenter is testing. Decisions should not be affected by other factors not considered in the experimenter’s tested hypothesis. Internal consistency is particularly important for testing theories of behavior. However, it is far from irrelevant for developing theories as well, because it is most helpful to develop a new theory against the backdrop of some existing hypothesis, often through testing (and falsifying) some domain of that existing hypothesis.

Internal consistency implies that the experimenter must ensure that the choices faced by the control and treatment groups (1) in fact differ in the ways the experimenter hypothesizes, and (2) do not differ in some other ways as well. For instance, to test the endowment effect, it will be important to establish in the endowed subject pool some sense of entitlement to the item, while establishing clear non-entitlement in the unendowed group. It is also important to ensure that the endowed and unendowed groups do not differ in other ways – for example, it is important to ensure that the endowed subjects do not also feel that the experimenters wants them to keep the object, since in this case the experiment would test more than the effect of possession on valuation (see Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter 6 in this volume).

The internal consistency criterion implies that it is important to ensure that the payoffs subjects receive when they make choices in the experiment mirror the payoffs of the choices that the researcher is seeking to examine. In the case of experiments seeking to examine decisions with financial consequences in the real world (e.g. purchase and sale decisions or gifts of money), this implies that experimental subjects should be given choices with actual, and not imagined, financial consequences for them. ‘Incentive compatibility’ between subjects’ choices and their payoffs at the end of the experiment is important to internal consistency because there is no assurance that people evaluate choices with imagined or hypothetical payoffs the same way that they evaluate choices with real payoffs.

Incentive compatibility is particularly important when the experimental choice involves both financial and non-financial considerations, such as the subjects’ desire to be ‘moral’ or ‘good’. For example, lack of incentive compatibility may undermine the internal consistency of an
experiment designed to examine subjects’ reaction to a choice between an option that would enhance the subject’s financial welfare and one that the subject would view as involving more socially desirable behavior because subjects can more readily decide to be ‘good’ if the financial consequences are purely imagined than they would in a situation involving real stakes (see generally Camerer and Hogarth, 1999). The likelihood that decision making employs multiple processes heightens the importance of ensuring incentive compatibility in these situations.

In the case of experiments testing decisions which have no financial impact (such as a jury’s decision about guilt in a capital murder case), there is still some unresolved debate about whether monetary compensation is appropriate. The challenge with such experiments is that the real-world choice being examined has an emotional consequence but not a financial consequence for the actors, whereas the experimental choice may have neither to the degree to which subjects know that they are making a purely hypothetical choice. In such a circumstance, it can be argued that financial rewards may improve internal consistency if the financial gain operates as a valid proxy for a socially desirable gain or some form of emotional consumption. Yet financial considerations also may distort choices by distracting subjects’ attention away from the moral considerations which would be salient in the real world. Evidence suggests, for example, that subjects are more likely to conform to rational choice predictions when their choices affect them financially or with easily commodified compensation (Camerer and Hogarth, 1999). Accordingly, while there is relatively sound justification for compensating subjects in experiments involving financially salient decisions, with non-financial decisions experimenters should take some care to consider how to motivate subjects in the least distortionary way.

Internal consistency concerns also are relevant when experimenters decide whether to run practice rounds or not. If the experiment involves testing or developing a theory about decisions that people make repeatedly – and thus after learning has occurred – then practice rounds may be warranted. But some decisions occur as one-shot transactions. In this context, practice rounds may enhance control but undermine internal validity to the extent that the choices people make are altered by the learning process. For example, Professor Charles Plott has suggested that people often do not know their own preferences initially, but learn what their own preferences are as they make decisions and experience their own reactions to the outcomes. Subjects may expect to feel one way in the beginning, but learn that they have a quite different set of preferences. For example, they may learn that they are not as averse to losses as they expected to be (Plott, 1996). In addition, under a multiple-process theory of decision making, learning could affect decision making if subjects are more likely to be affected by deliberative as opposed to intuitive decision-making programs the more experience they have with making a particular choice. These theories about the role of learning suggest that an experiment run at the end of a learning process would provide valuable data on decision making after learning, but might not provide valid results about how people would make similar choices for the first time. This suggests that additional experimental attention is needed to understand the ways in which the process of decision making may affect preferences and thus outcomes.

The experimenters’ choice of subject pool also may present internal consistency (and control) concerns. For example, an experiment designed to test settlement decisions by people who have no information about the relevant legal rules may in fact fail to test that choice if the experimenter selects experienced lawyers as subjects and considers a dispute where, in fact, the law is not completely uncertain. The subjects may be unable to ignore their private information about the likely outcome, and this may result in their making decisions based on a different
factual premise than assumed in formulating the experimental hypothesis to be tested, even if
told to assume that the outcome is uncertain. This problem is particularly likely to occur in
experiments run on lawyers or law students that are designed to test settlement behavior with
respect to a particular legal dispute where law student or lawyer subjects may have sufficient
knowledge of the law in question to have private views about the likely outcome that diverge
systematically from the likelihood the experimenter assumed in designing the experiment.

(c) Falsifiability of Underlying Theory

Because experiments are a principal way to test/develop predictive theories, a theory’s
falsifiability is an important consideration in designing an experiment. A universal statement
is said to be falsifiable if it can be shown to be false by either empirical or experimental
observation. Long a precept of the physical sciences (albeit not free from controversy),
falsifiability has also been embraced by both economists and psychologists, whose numbers are
well represented in the pages of this Introduction. As was discussed above, unitary-process
accounts of human behavior are more likely to satisfy this criterion, since they make categorical
predictions about human cognition across contexts. If one is purporting to use an experiment
to test a theory, then it is absolutely critical that the theory itself be falsifiable, for if it is not,
then the results of the experiment cannot serve the purpose to which they are ascribed. In
contrast, if one is primarily interested in developing or beginning to calibrate a new theory,
then the demands of falsifiability recede somewhat (though not completely). Here, the
appropriate goal is largely to fill out the details of a theoretical account rather than to test it.
However, the task of filling out those details is most helpful if it is done in a way that adds to
the theory’s prospective testability by others. An experiment that is intended to explore the
contours of a multiple-process theory of cognition, then, should (perhaps among other things)
focus on factors that will help future researchers merge inductive observation with deductive
theories.

(d) Replicability

In a similar vein, experimental approaches in Law and Economics must be replicable, in that
other experimenters should be able to employ the same techniques, the same protocols, and
the same inducements to similar subject pools to attain comparable results. Experiments whose
protocols are unclear, not followed, or too dependent upon experimenters’ idiosyncrasies not
only raise serious concerns about replicability, but also cast doubt on whether the experiment
is one that had sufficient control.

A key protocol for maximizing replicability involves assiduous and painstaking record
keeping by the experimenter. It also is important that the experimenter develop a script for the
experiment and follow it to the letter without casual conversations or clarifications made to
subjects. In addition, one would also be well advised to keep track of specific ways in which the
experiment is carried out, including the nature of the laboratory surroundings, the seating
arrangement, contact with the experimenter and how much time was spent on each aspect of
the experimental protocol. Experimenter gender may even be relevant. Because replicability
is central to all scientific inquiry, it is a critical desideratum regardless of what one’s purpose
is in experimenting.
A fifth desideratum for Experimental Law and Economics is that an experiment be ‘externally valid’ (or ‘generalizable’). This desideratum focuses on whether the experimental design tests a choice that matches up with the real-world settings from which the experiment is meant to extrapolate. External validity differs from internal validity in that the latter focuses on whether the experiment as designed tests the hypothesis the experimenter claims to be testing. Internal validity thus focuses on whether the experiment in fact presents subjects with the choices (and manipulations thereof) that are intended by the experimenter. External validity, by contrast, focuses on whether the decision that the research tried to (and presumably did) examine truly can be said to provide insight into the real-world choices that the researcher claims to have provided evidence about.

Whether the researcher must be concerned with external validity depends, of course, on the purpose of the experiment. For example, external validity may not be a real desideratum for experiments designed to test existing unitary-process theories of decision making. A finding that a subject does not employ the tested process in the lab would undermine the validity of the unitary-process theory as applied in the real world, even if the experiment does not match real-world decisions. (Of course, while an experimenter testing unitary-process theories need not worry about external validity, those evaluating such experiments should to the extent that they believe people may employ multiple processes.)

In addition, to the extent that the experiment is not designed to test the validity of a unitary-process theory, but instead is designed to provide insight into how people in fact do make decisions in particular settings – as in the cases of tests of settlement behavior and jury decision making – then the experimenter must attend to external validity and ensure that the factors dictating choice in the experiment are analogous to those of real-world settings. This concern has implications both for experimental design and subject selection. For example, external validity (and internal consistency) concerns are implicated when experimenters seek to examine how juries make decisions based on population surveys which ask random people how they would decide a particular case. This methodology raises external validity concerns because hypothetical juries may weigh competing concerns – for example, between doing justice for the plaintiff and protecting a potentially innocent defendant from having to pay – differently than do real juries faced with both a real plaintiff and the responsibility of imposing a real financial cost on a real defendant. To establish the external validity of this methodology, the researcher must show that people decide purely hypothetical cases (outside the context of a courtroom) the same way that they would decide real cases.

External validity concerns also are relevant when student subjects are used to examine decision-making by people who may have different experiences and preferences than the student subjects. These ‘subject pool’ concerns are less important for simple tests of the validity of the classic unitary-process models absent a reason to believe that the student subject pool would employ a different decision-making program from the general population. But these concerns are relevant if experience or context is likely to affect the decision. In this case, the student subject pool may behave differently. For example, an experiment run on law students may not provide a good test of how chief executive officers will approach a particular decision-making problem. (At the very least, business students might make a better subject pool.) An experiment run on the other-regarding behavior of economics majors...
certainly cannot be relied upon to provide general results about the other-regarding behavior of the populace at large, as economic majors appear to reason differently (by selection or training) than the general population (Frank, Gilovich and Regan, 1993, Chapter 15 in this volume).

In the end, external validity is likely to be more of a concern for Experimental Law and Economics than for other experiments. The more normative one’s research goals are, the more important it is to attempt to draw such analogies to the outside world. Because Law and Economics tends to be more normatively focused than much of economics proper, this is an important consideration.

(f) Contextual Attentiveness

Particularly for experiments designed to develop or calibrate a theory of decision making (in particular, multiple-process accounts), external validity may necessitate an even stricter requirement: that the experimental instrument itself attend carefully to the context of the experimental choice to ensure that those factors operating on the subjects are indeed the factors the experiment claims to be examining, and that these match the factors that operate in the real-world choice of interest. In particular, the existing evidence that decisions are affected by factors likely to influence whether subjects follow intuitive programs or consciously deliberative ones suggests that great care must be taken to examine how the experimental design affects this trade-off.

On first blush, contextual attentiveness is in many ways related to external validity, but we treat it separately since its focus is somewhat different and more specialized. One can frequently overcome questions of external validity through appeals to reason and common sense. For example, the frequent use of student subjects is often a target for criticism on the grounds of external validity. However, researchers can often offer practical rationales for the practice (including the fact that students are more attentive than professionals to low-stakes compensation, thereby allowing an experiment to scale down compensation and collect more data at a more reasonable cost). Contextual attentiveness, in contrast, is more closely related to the underlying richness of the theory one is attempting to develop/test. For those attempting to generate richer, context-dependent theories of behavior, it is necessary not only to remain mindful of the nature of the experimental choice, but also the context in which it is presented. Here, it may also be important, for example, that an experimental instrument convince student subjects to imagine themselves as the very professionals the study is meant to analyze, and perhaps to situate their choice in a situation that is actually drawn from that context.

(g) Synthesis

The discussion above reveals that there are clear desiderata for experiments, but the relative and absolute importance of each may depend on the purpose of an experiment within Law and Economics and the domain of the theory behind it (or implicated by it). Our overall assessment is illustrated in Table 2; each column of the table represents a different cell from Table 1.

In our view, control, internal validity and replicability are important across all experiments, regardless of their purpose or their animating theory’s articulated domain. Simply put,
experiments cannot either test or contribute to a theory if they have not sufficiently satisfied these desiderata (at a minimum).

Falsifiability of the underlying theory is also very important (almost by definition) for any study purporting to test an existing theory. While this is almost too self-evident, it is important to remain mindful of whether an experimental research claim in categories A or C accurately engages a falsifiable dimension of a theory. For example, some endowment effect studies may not cleanly test a unitary-process account of Expected Utility Theory because they fail to control for income effects, transaction costs, or strategic effects, each of which could explain the existence of behavior that looks like an endowment effect. Note in particular that this requirement is probably the most demanding in column C in the table, where multiple-process theories themselves are likely to be difficult to test. In contrast, experiments meant to develop and/or calibrate new theories also must worry about falsifiability, but not as directly. Rather, they should aim (as discussed above) to generate observations that are likely to contribute to the articulation of a theory that is itself falsifiable.

The desideratum of external validity is, in our view, not as important for experiments designed to test the validity of unitary-process theories. Once an experiment establishes that a unitary process is invalid, that implies the unitary-process theory is invalid in general. There is no need to consider whether the experiment matches how decisions are made in the real world. Of course, the implications of an experiment invalidating such a theory do turn on whether one accepts the premise that decision making conforms to a unitary process. In contrast, external validity is very important for experiments designed to test or develop multiple-process theories of decision making. It also is important to experiments designed to test a unitary-process theory, but which are being evaluated by those who believe that decision making is governed by multiple processes. External validity is important if decision making is governed by multiple processes, because most multiple-process theories suggest that external factors can affect how people make decisions. This suggests that laboratory results do not necessarily tell us how people make decisions in the real world. Laboratory results only provide insights on behavior when the experiment has external validity. For this reason, our final desideratum of contextual awareness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal consistency</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falsifiability theory</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replicability</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External validity</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
<td>I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual attentiveness</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
<td>N.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
<td>V.I.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N.I. = ‘Not Important’; I = ‘Important’; V.I. = ‘Very Important’.
is important for multiple-process theories, because these theories assume that external context affects decision making and thus variations in context can alter experimental results.\textsuperscript{31}

\section*{IV. Experimental Law and Economics Examined}

With this framework in mind, we can now examine where the literature on Experimental Law and Economics stands to date. This will also serve as a preview for the constituent portions of this book. We draw two important conclusions from this literature.

First, the literature suggests that the best hope for developing a predictive theory of human decision making lies with multiple-process theories that are sufficiently rich to capture the various decision-making programs that people use (and the factors that affect their relative power) but are sufficiently parsimonious to permit predictions about how people will make decisions in particular contexts. In particular, the existing Experimental Law and Economics literature appears to support the claim that people do not always exhibit rational choice, yet it also shows that people do not always exhibit any particular deviation from rational choice. Particularly relevant are experiments showing that experimenters can alter people’s choices by altering decision-making contexts in ways likely to affect the interplay between deliberative and non-conscious (intuitive) decision-making processes. This interplay can be affected by learning and training (e.g. Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter 6 in this volume; Frank, Gilovich and Regan, 1993, Chapter 15 in this volume; Frank \textit{et al.}, 1996), the emotional or moral context of the decision (Hoffman \textit{et al.}, 1994, Chapter 13 in this volume, and 1996, Chapter 14 in this volume). It also can be affected by external mechanisms designed to induce superior deliberation (Babcock \textit{et al.}, 1998).

Second, this literature demonstrates the importance of attending carefully to experimental design, as well-established results have been shown to disappear when greater attention is paid to controls and internal consistency. The challenge for future research is to assist in the development of a parsimonious theory that allows us to better understand the multiple decision-making processes, including deliberative reasoning, and to predict the types of circumstances where decisions can be assumed to be deliberative (and thus perhaps rational) or not.

(a) \textit{Contracting, Legal Entitlement and the Coase Theorem}

The Coase Theorem is a central cornerstone of the Economic Analysis of Law (Coase, 1960). The Coase Theorem holds that legal rules governing the initial allocation of a property right will not affect the ultimate allocation of that right as long as transactions costs are low, the parties are fully informed, there are no external effects on other parties, and there are no wealth effects. Indeed, in such circumstances, parties will bargain to reallocate the right whenever it is welfare enhancing to do so. Property rights thus will be allocated efficiently regardless of the legal rule governing their initial allocation.

\textbf{Tests of the Coase Theorem}

Early experiments in Law and Economics sought to test the validity of the Coase Theorem on its own terms: in a simple bargaining experiment with low transaction costs, informed parties, and no wealth effects. In a pioneering experiment, Hoffman and Spitzer (1982, Chapter 1 in
Endowment Effects

These tests of the Coase Theorem all share a central feature: the parties bargain over money. These results raise the question of whether the Coase Theorem holds when subjects instead bargain over property. The Coase Theorem assumes that the initial decision of where to allocate a good does not affect the value that parties to a potential trade attach to the good. Thus, whoever values the good the most under one initial allocation also values it the most under any alternative allocation. Bargaining naturally will lead to the situation where that party ends up with the good. The central result of the Coase Theorem, that the initial allocation of goods will not affect outcomes when (among other things) transaction costs are low, turns on this assumption that the amount that each person values a good is not affected by whether she is entitled to it or not. In other words, the Coase Theorem assumes that (absent wealth effects) each individual’s maximum Willingness-to-Pay to purchase a good equals her minimum Willingness-to-Accept to part with it.

There are both empirical and theoretical reasons to question this assumption. Professors Aaron Tversky and Daniel Kahneman developed an alternative theory of decision making called Prospect Theory, under which people make decisions with reference to a specific baseline reference point, and evaluate gains or losses vis-à-vis that reference point. Kahneman and Tversky (1979), also contend that people exhibit loss aversion with respect to that reference point, experiencing a substantially greater change in utility from any given reduction in wealth than they experience from an equivalent increase in wealth. Consistent with this view, scholars hypothesized that people exhibit an endowment effect, under which they value goods more when they feel entitled to them than when they do not. This endowment effect would result in people exhibiting a Willingness-to-Accept for endowed goods than exceeds their Willing-to-Pay to purchase it.

The seminal article testing for the endowment effect is Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1990, Chapter 4 in this volume). The experimenters conducted an experiment designed to test willingness to trade in situations that closely approximate the assumptions of the Coase Theorem: specifically, that the good does not materially affect subjects’ wealth and transaction costs are low. Experimenters randomly distributed to half of their subjects a coffee mug that sold at the nearby university bookstore for approximately $6 (as indicated by the price tag on the bottom of the mug). Each participant was then told that she could sell (or buy) a mug by stating her sale/purchase price. The experimenters would determine the market clearing price and all those who made offers equal to or above that price would participate in the exchange. The experiment was designed to conform to the requirements for the Coase Theorem to hold. The object – here the mug – had little value and thus ownership did not alter valuation by materially affecting the subject’s wealth. The mug did not have any ‘uniqueness’ value – independent of that arising from endowment since subjects could easily obtain a substitute mug at the nearby bookstore for a known price (the price was affixed to the bottom). The exchange would not affect any third parties.

The experimenters hypothesized that, given the initial random distribution of the mugs between subjects who value the mug more highly and those who do not, the experiment would confirm the Coase Theorem (and the related classic economic theory) if half the mugs traded.
Yet in fact few mugs traded. Moreover, and more importantly, the median minimum Willingness-to-Accept by mug owners was approximately twice as high as the median Willingness-to-Pay for a mug by a non-mug owner. The experimenters interpreted this disparity between Willingness-to-Accept and Willingness-to-Pay as evidence of an endowment effect (Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler, 1990).

The endowment effect undermines a central tenet of neoclassical economics that mere ownership or possession of an asset does not affect its value. It also undermines the claim of the Coase Theorem that fully informed, unimpeded private bargaining necessarily results in commodities flowing to the people who value them most. When value depends on initial ‘endowment’, then bargaining will not shift property to the person who would value it most if she possessed it, because the prospective buyer will only offer an amount equal to her Willingness-to-Pay for the good she does not possess, an amount that is less than the value she would attach to it if she possessed it. Viewed in this light, an entitlement will tend to stay with its initial owner to a greater degree than may be optimal, implying that the initial allocation of property rights will affect aggregate social welfare. Indeed, the endowment effect complicates the concept of social welfare. It is difficult to determine what allocation maximizes total social welfare when the amount each person values each object depends on whether she is entitled to it or not (see generally, Arlen, Spitzer and Talley, 2002, Chapter 5 in this volume).

Researchers have found apparent experimental evidence of an endowment effect in numerous experiments, using a variety of items – such as coffee mugs, chocolate bars and pens, as well as subjects from different countries (Horowitz and McConnell, 2002). The perceived effect persists when subjects are repeat players in the experiment (Shogren et al., 1994). Moreover, the effect is not one that subjects appear to counteract on their own. Evidence suggests that people do not anticipate experiencing an endowment effect, and thus have no reason to take steps to counteract it (Loewenstein and Adler, 1995). Moreover, learning about the effect appears to be quite localized. One study found that subjects did learn to anticipate an endowment effect in others with respect to a particular commodity after repeated exchanges, but this did not cause them to anticipate an endowment effect when dealing with a seller of a superficially different good (Van Boven, Loewenstein and Dunning, 2003).

These experiments provide important evidence about human decision making. Yet the endowment effect literature also illustrates the importance of attending carefully to both experimental design and the possibility of multiple-process decision making. Consequently, for reasons we shall discuss, legal policy-makers should not design legal policy on the assumption that the endowment effect is necessarily present.

Legal policy-making cannot rely on the existence of the endowment effect because evidence reveals that people do not exhibit an endowment effect in many circumstances. Moreover, the existing theories employed to explain the endowment effect do not predict the experimental result findings that the effect is not manifested. Indeed, the existing results provide some basis to be concerned that many positive endowment effect findings may have been the result of ‘subject misconceptions’ (including subjects making decisions based on factors, such as reputation, that might rationally cause endowed subjects to be less willing to sell than the experimenter’s hypothesis suggested).

Specifically, experiments have shown that people endow some goods but not others. For example, people do not exhibit an endowment effect with respect to money or tokens that can
be traded for goods (including mugs). Moreover, even with respect to goods that often produce an endowment effect, researchers have shown that subjects exhibit an endowment effect in some circumstances but not in others. For example, as noted above, one field experiment found that people who collect trading cards exhibit an endowment effect, but this effect dissipates once they start trading the cards regularly (List, 2003).

Beyond this, Arlen, Spitzer and Talley (2002, Chapter 5 in this volume) show that a simple change in the framing of the experiment eliminates the endowment effect even with respect to university coffee mugs. Arlen, Spitzer and Talley located the mug sale/purchase decision in an employment context in which the mug exchange was part of a wage negotiation with an imaginary employer, Acme Inc. They found that endowed subjects did not exhibit a significantly higher valuation for the mug once told to imagine themselves in this employment context. This initial evidence nevertheless could be interpreted consistent with the claim that people generally exhibit loss aversion if there is a basis to predict that subjects do not feel entitled to the mug in the principal–agent context. For example, in the initial experiment, endowed subjects obtained the mug before agreeing to work for the principal but made the choice of whether to part with it afterwards. The experimenters thus considered the possibility that subjects might no longer have felt entitled to the mug once they agreed to work for a principal who they believed wanted the mug. To examine this possibility, the experimenters ran a version designed to avoid any suggestion that the company might benefit from the mug. In this version, the company presented each subject with an initial offer of employment that presented subjects with two potential wage offers that the company was apparently indifferent between: one resulted in the employee receiving a higher wage and no mug (with endowed subjects exchanging their mugs to get this offer) and the other offered a lower wage and the subject would obtain/retain the mug at the end of the experiment. Subjects in this version did not exhibit an endowment effect. This evidence, at a minimum, is inconsistent with the claim that people generally exhibit an endowment effect. It thus also appears to be inconsistent with the claim that people generally exhibit loss aversion (at least, with any straightforward explanation for what causes people to feel entitled to a good).

There are several possible explanations for these conflicting results. One is that people’s valuations are affected by multiple decision-making programs, whose relative influence varies across contexts. Another potential explanation is that the variation in results stems from flaws in experiments conducted by one side of the debate or the other. It is likely that both possibilities are valid.

In recent research, Plott and Zeiler considered the second possibility, revisiting the fundamental endowment effect experiments to more fully interrogate their experimental protocols (Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter 6 in this volume). Here, the object of interest was whether subjects in these experiments were confused about how the allocation mechanism was likely to work (because of inadequate explanation, lack of practice, etc). If subjects were confused in this fashion, they might adapt by adopting simple heuristics (e.g. ‘sell high, buy low’) for reasons having little to do with their sense of endowment. To address such concerns, Plott and Zeiler designed protocols that included extensive training of the subjects in the experiment through paid practice rounds, guaranteeing subjects’ anonymity and ensuring that each round of the experiment was incentive-compatible, in that subjects’ choices in each round directly influenced their remuneration. They found that upon introducing these protocols, subjects no longer exhibited endowment effects, even though subjects participating in an
experiment without these controls did exhibit the effect. Their conclusion was that the endowment effect phenomenon was the result of poorly designed protocols rather than the operation of Prospect Theory.

This line of research potentially suggests that the dichotomous results in the endowment effect literature (present in some situations while absent in others) could be an artefact of poorly designed studies from within Prospect Theory. This would suggest that people never exhibit an endowment effect. While this explanation is plausible, we resist this conclusion for several reasons. First, even the earlier studies that found no endowment effect arguably suffered from similar defects in subject training and understanding. Second, one distinct change in the Plott and Zeiler studies is that they utilized much more exhaustive experimental protocols, which themselves may have muted the endowment effect by changing the context of the experiment. In particular, the Plott and Zeiler protocol required subjects to repeat the experiment. This is relevant to the issue of whether people exhibit an endowment effect in some circumstances, but not in others, because it has been conjectured that learning can affect valuation. It is argued that subjects do not initially know their own preferences and use the decision-making process itself to discover their preferences. Along one stage in this discovery process subjects may exhibit loss aversion; as subjects gain greater experience with trading the good (and experiencing the loss) they may discover that the loss is less painful than anticipated, and eventually may not exhibit either loss aversion or an associated Willingness-to-Accept/Willingness-to-Pay gap (Plott, 1996). This latter possibility suggests that additional experiments are needed to test the ways in which the process of decision making may affect preferences, and thus outcomes.

Whatever one’s ultimate conclusion about whether subjects ever exhibit an endowment effect, it is important to recognize the broader implications of the Plott and Zeiler experiments (and those in a similar vein). These experiments show that the experimental protocol – including features such as whether the subjects are paid for each round, are given paid practice rounds and are guaranteed anonymity – can significantly affect experimental outcomes. Researchers in Experimental Law and Economics should consider utilizing such experimental protocols, or (more creatively) consider how such protocols may factor into a theory of context that would itself bear on a multiple-process account of human cognition (for example, a theory of behavior might turn on whether real-world experience may affect one’s comfort with a decision, and in turn affects one’s choices).

(b) Self-Serving Bias and Settlement

Other biases can cause negotiations to deviate from the predictions of Rational Choice Theory. Often people negotiate in situations where future outcomes are uncertain. The question is whether this uncertainty is likely to cause parties to fail to reach welfare-enhancing agreements.

Classic economic theory suggests that uncertainty alone should not undermine negotiations, provided the two parties have the same information. Negotiations should produce welfare-enhancing deals so long as both parties understand that there are gains from the deal, notwithstanding the uncertainty, when in fact those gains exist. Classic economic theory assumes that parties evaluate future expected outcomes based on an objective assessment of the probability and magnitude of possible future events, given the information available to
them. This implies that, even in the presence of uncertainty, people should be willing to negotiate a deal when it is welfare enhancing that they do so, so long as they each possess the same information about the probability and magnitude of the possible future outcomes and the information provides the correct expected value of future events. In this situation, parties will conclude that a deal is warranted whenever an objective observer would conclude that a given deal between them would be welfare enhancing (given the information available to the parties). Uncertainty itself thus does not cause negotiation failure. Negotiations fail (when they should not) only when uncertainty is coupled with asymmetric information, which causes the parties’ expectations about future outcomes to diverge from each other.

By contrast, psychologists have long argued that people do not evaluate uncertain information objectively. Rather, they tend to analyze the information through a mental filter that results in them evaluating the information in a way that is favorable to them. Thus, people overestimate their own skill and luck, and produce more positive estimates of future outcomes than is supportable by an objective analysis of the available information. The existence of self-serving biases has important implications for the analysis of negotiation and bargaining because it suggests that parties negotiating under uncertainty may fail to enter into welfare-enhancing negotiations, even when they possess the same information, because they evaluate the information in a self-serving way, which may cause them to overestimate their expected outcomes should they fail to close the deal.

A number of researchers have studied the effect of self-serving biases on negotiation through a long-running series of experiments that examined whether self-serving biases impede parties from settling legal disputes. The classic economic account of negotiation under uncertainty implies that parties to a legal dispute should be willing to settle it, provided that they possess the same information about the merits of each side’s position. Parties with common expectations about expected outcomes at trial can only gain from settlement, as this reduces their joint litigation costs. Settlement should break down only if parties have private information about their positions that causes their subjective beliefs about expected outcomes to diverge in ways that preclude settlement (Priest and Klein, 1984). This suggests that trials should be very rare events, given that trials impose substantial costs on parties that can be avoided by settling and that discovery and other mechanisms substantially reduce the parties’ information disparity. Yet empirical evidence suggests that, although the great majority of cases do indeed settle, a substantial number (about 5 per cent) nevertheless go to trial. This raises the question of whether the cases that do not settle are those in which asymmetric information problems are particularly great (or litigation costs are particularly low), or whether these cases provide evidence that other factors, such as self-serving bias, are affecting settlement.36

To examine this issue, a team of researchers developed an experimental test to determine whether self-serving biases affect settlement negotiations (Loewenstein et al., 1993; Babcock et al., 1995, Chapter 9 in this volume; Babcock et al., Chapter 11 in this volume, 1998; Babcock et al., 1997). In the initial experiments, subjects were given the facts of a tort case based on a trial that occurred in Texas in which a motorcyclist sued the driver of the automobile that collided with him for $100,000. Subjects were randomly assigned to be either a plaintiff or defendant, given the facts of the cases, and then told to attempt to negotiate a settlement. They were told that if they failed to negotiate, a judge in Texas would read the facts and decide who should prevail and what damages should be awarded (if any). The materials given to the subjects were very detailed (27 pages) and included witness testimony, police reports, maps, and the
testimony of the parties taken from the original litigation. They were then asked to assess both the fair settlement value and what the judge would select (and were offered a bonus for accurately predicting the judge’s award, within $5000 of his award). They were told they could negotiate over how much, if anything, the defendant would in fact pay the plaintiff. This negotiation would result in an actual payment by the defendant to the plaintiff (with each $10,000 of negotiated payment translating into an actual payment from the defendant subject to the plaintiff subject of $1). If the parties did not reach a settlement in 30 minutes, the judge’s decision would be imposed upon them. (The judge’s actual decision was that the defendant owed the plaintiff $30,560, resulting in a $3.06 payment from defendant subjects to plaintiffs: Babcock et al., 1995a) The experimenters examined the effect of self-serving bias on negotiation by manipulating whether subjects learned their roles before or after reading the facts of the case and assessing its merits. One group of subjects learned their roles before reading the facts. A second group read the materials, predicted the judge’s award and assessed fairness before learning what role they would play.

Consistent with the hypothesis that self-serving biases affect how people interpret information, the researchers found that subjects who learned their roles before reading the information were much less likely to settle than those who learned them afterwards. The lower settlement rate likely resulted from the fact that the difference between the defendant and the plaintiff’s assessment of a fair settlement (and the difference in their assessments of what the judge would award) was substantially larger for subjects who learned their roles prior to analyzing the case than it was for subjects who learned their roles after analyzing the case. It seems that parties assessed information through a self-serving filter even when this, in the end, operated to their detriment by reducing settlement (Babcock et al., 1995).

This research suggests that self-serving biases affect subjects’ interpretation of information when the information is subject to multiple interpretations. This suggests that giving subjects more information may not promote settlement if the information is susceptible to self-serving interpretations that cause the parties’ expectations of the fair outcome to diverge even more. This is contrary to the findings of classical economic analysis of settlement, that parties are more likely to settle when they are given additional information, because the additional information can only reduce the divergence in their expectations about the merits of the case.

To analyze this issue, Loewenstein and Moore (2004) examined the impact on bargaining of providing both parties with common information. Subjects were told that they were bargaining over the sale of a widget on behalf of either a buyer or seller and were informed about the value of the widget to the buyer and the cost to the seller. The zone between these constituted the direct gains from trade. Each side would retain the difference between the price he negotiated and the value/cost of the widget to his principal (buyer/seller). In addition, however, each subject was told he would receive a bonus for negotiating the deal within a certain time (and that the other side would too). In a rational actor model, this bonus also would be interpreted by both sides as a gain from trade, potentially subject to division between the parties. Yet the parties might well view the bonus as their property, independent of the bargain. Loewenstein and Moore (2004) hypothesized that subjects were likely to adopt a self-serving view of whether the bonus should be treated as a gain from trade to be divided in the bargaining – viewing it that way if the other party’s bonus was larger, but not otherwise. This difference in interpretation creates a potential wedge between the parties’ assessment of the fair price that
could undermine negotiation. In this situation, informing parties about each other’s bonuses could be expected to improve or delay negotiation depending on whether subjects learned that their bonuses were the same (thereby diminishing the zone of disagreement) or different.

To test this, Loewenstein and Moore (2004) divided their subjects into four treatment groups. In two groups the subjects had the same bonuses: one of these groups knew this and the other thought there was a 50 per cent chance the other side was getting a sixfold larger bonus. In the other group, the subjects were receiving different bonuses: one group believed that this was only 50 per cent likely and the other group knew the bonuses with certainty. They then examined how long it took subjects to negotiate a deal. They found that subjects in the symmetric bonus treatments reached settlement faster when both were informed that the bonuses were the same. Information in this situation reduced the expectations wedge created by self-serving views of the fair division of the bonuses. By contrast, the provision of information to parties in the asymmetric bonus situation significantly delayed settlement. Indeed, 18 per cent of these subject pairs failed to reach any settlement at all (in contrast to only one pair in the other treatments). This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the information provided was interpreted in a self-serving way by the subjects, and thus only served to exacerbate the divergence between their views of what constituted a fair exchange. This experiment not only supports the prior evidence of the existence of self-serving biases, but also reveals that these biases cannot be eliminated through the mere provision of information alone, since that information can be subject to self-serving interpretations.

Of course, this analysis raises the question of whether these biases do indeed affect actual settlement negotiations (and commercial bargains) given that such bargains involve learned intermediaries. Preliminary evidence suggests that we cannot be confident that the mere presence of learned intermediaries will eliminate such biases. There is evidence that attorneys and experienced negotiators exhibit the same variety of self-serving biases, albeit sometimes in a smaller magnitude (Babcock and Lowenstein, 1997). Nevertheless, certain interventions (for example, by learned intermediaries) can have the effect of debiasing subjects. Babcock, Loewenstein and Issacharoff (1998, Chapter 11 in this volume) found that they could debias subjects by instructing them to consider either the weaknesses of their own case or the real possibility that the judge may rule for the other side. Debiasing dramatically increased both the probability and speed of settlement. This evidence suggests that lawyers may potentially form a debiasing function should they require their clients to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their case as part of the process of discussing a settlement offer. These results also are consistent with multiple-process theories of decision making.

In addition, these results raise issues about whether tort reform may have unintended effects on settlement by affecting the degree of divergence between parties’ potentially self-serving assessments of a case. Babcock and Pogarsky (1999) and Pogarsky and Babcock (2001, Chapter 12 in this volume) find that a strict damage cap that significantly constrains potential trial outcomes promotes settlement by reducing the gap between plaintiffs’ and defendants’ expectations about likely outcomes at trial. By contrast, however, an exceedingly generous cap (that exceeds the expected outcome at trial) has the reverse effect. This cap apparently operates to anchor plaintiff-side optimism, thereby increasing the gap between the parties’ expectations and trial (Pogarsky and Babcock, 2001, Chapter 12 in this volume).
Another area that experimentalists interested in Law and Economics have begun to investigate is often lumped under the general rubric of ‘fairness’. Here experimental subjects appear to act as though they account not only for their own welfare, but also for that of their experimental counterparts and even adversaries. Technically, and contrary to many popular accounts, preferences for fairness alone are not anathema to Rational Choice Theory. Indeed, conventional expected utility hypotheses place no requirements on whether one’s preferences are entirely egoistic or more interpersonal in nature. That said, it is at least conventional within this literature to presume that actors care only about their own consumption, wealth and income. In this sense, episodic demonstrations of other-regarding behavior have been interpreted as inconsistent with expected utility hypotheses, at least as popularly conceived.

Much of the foundational work in this field emanates from experiments involving zero–sum games, where subjects must divide a fixed monetary sum between them. In the (so-called) ‘Dictator’ game, two subjects divide a fixed sum using a very simple protocol: one subject (labeled as the ‘Dictator’) simply announces how much she and her counterpart will each receive, with the only constraint that the announced amounts must be non-negative and sum to the total amount of money available. The ‘Ultimatum’ game, in contrast, begins with the same protocol, but adds to it the ability of the offeree to either accept or reject the proposed division, with the consequence of rejection being that both subjects receive nothing.

In the traditional rational choice paradigm, these two games might be seen as ‘strategic equivalents’ of each other. Although the protocols they prescribe are different, both games would be expected to yield nearly identical equilibria when played by rational actors possessing complete information: the offeror proposes (and, in the case of the Ultimatum game, the offeree accepts) a limiting one-sided division that pays the former virtually the entire pie (with an arbitrarily small sum, such as a penny, awarded to the offeree to break indifference). Interestingly, however, the experimental evidence is at odds with this prediction. Not only do the Dictator and Ultimatum games yield results that diverge from the rational choice baseline case, but they also yield results that diverge from each other.

In Dictator game experiments various experimentalists have observed a substantial variance on divisions, ranging anywhere from the predicted one-sided division to a half-share for each player. The range of these behaviors suggests that this is a domain in which context and prediction are maximally reactive with each other. In particular, they raise a question about whether observed behavior is a function of native altruism or rather a more complex function of a sense of connection or ‘distance’ from the community in which one interacts. Hoffman et al. (1994, Chapter 13 in this volume, and 1996, Chapter 14 in this volume) explore some of the implications of this interaction. In the Hoffman et al. experiments, subjects played out the Dictator game through a carefully manipulated environment of ‘thick’ anonymity, performing their tasks in separate rooms and/or time periods, with the experimenters taking pains to ensure anonymity not only of the subject dyad from one another, but also from other subjects, and the experimenters themselves. When social distance is maximized in such a fashion, the authors find that observed behavior converges most closely with corresponding rational choice predictions (but still around 40 per cent deviate from those predictions).

This result, of course, begs a debate about whether it ‘confirms’ Rational Choice Theory or instead ‘confirms’ native altruism as a theoretical precept of human behavior. We suggest that it probably can be read to support both claims, but by far the more interesting question concerns
the interaction (on top of any ambient altruism) between context and altruistic behavior. Understanding and calibrating these interaction effects is obviously important for the design of legal rules.

For example, Bohnet and Frye (1999) focus on social distance as their principal experimental control variable. In their experiments, dictators and counterparts sat in the same room, but the experimental protocols ensured their ability to protect subject anonymity when desired. Perhaps because of some limited social connectedness between subjects, they observe more altruistic behavior even with fully protect anonymity. They then relax anonymity between dictators and counterparts, identifying them and (in some treatments) giving the dictator some more personal information about the counterpart. As the amount of anonymity decreases, dictators increasingly adopt more altruistic behavior.

When one moves from the Dictator game to the Ultimatum game, at least two important control factors change. First, the counterpart has now become an offeree, and has real (albeit limited) bargaining power to reject the offeror’s proposal. This means that the offeror must now consider not only what she herself thinks is an appropriate split of the pie, but also what the offeree will think. Second, since the extensive form of the Ultimatum game opens up the possibility of two-way communication, the offeree may embed within her response expressive manifestations (disappointment, anger, sadness, etc.) about the offeror’s strategy, a form of communication not possible in the Dictator game. This communication effect may even be more pronounced in a repeat-play context.

Such communication appears to be present in many such experiments. In most Ultimatum game experiments, offerees tend to reject any offer giving them less than approximately 20 per cent of the pie, regardless of whether the game is repeated only once, the stakes are raised somewhat, or the experiment is carried to subjects of other/different cultures. Anticipating this behavior, offerors accommodate by making higher offers than they do in the Dictator game.

As with the Dictator game, context and outcomes appear to interact heavily. For example, in Hoffman et al. (1994, Chapter 13 in this volume), the experimenters vary the degree to which the role of ‘offeror’ is earned versus randomly assigned; in addition, they vary the extent to which the Ultimatum game is situated within a market exchange environment. Both forms of treatment appear (but on the margin and in concert) to induce proposers to reduce the distributions of their offers, while at the same time not substantially increasing the likelihood that offerees reject the proposed split.

The findings of the Ultimatum and Dictator game experiments are quite foundational, and do not, in and of themselves, carry over to legal applications. However, they raise important implications for the design of legal institutions. Assume, for the moment, that policy-makers wish to auger at least certain types of (efficient) altruistic behavior through their choice of legal institutions. If expressed altruism is endogenous to its contextual environment, then lawmakers would want to know which institutions tend to be substitutes for such altruistic behavior, and which appear to be complements.

It is in this spirit that we also reproduce two additional studies, one by Bohnet, Frey and Huck (2001, Chapter 17 in this volume) and the other by Fehr, Klein and Schmidt (2007, Chapter 16 in this volume). Bohnet et al. consider the (so-called) ‘Trust’ game, in which an initial mover must decide whether to entrust a later decision-maker with a decision that has both productive and distributional consequences. If the first mover entrusts, the second mover can choose whether to remain faithful to that trust (in which case, each split a known surplus),
or breach it. Acting in a trustworthy fashion permits both parties to realize a monetary gain. Breaching, on the other hand, if not subject to enforcement, causes the breaching party to realize a larger gain and the first mover to realize an even larger loss (so that breaching is inefficient). The experimenters then allow legal enforcement to enter the picture, permitting (with some probability) recovery in a lawsuit against breaching parties. The authors find evidence of trusting and trustworthiness when legal institutions are extremely weak (for example, when there is a very low probability of a successful lawsuit). On the other end of the spectrum, strong enforcement ensures trusting behavior, but through institutional means. Legal institutions of intermediate strength tend to perform the worst – for they both crowd out norms of trusting and altruism, and they are insufficiently strong to make trusting and trustworthiness a part of a rational expectations equilibrium. In sum, then, this set of experiments tends to suggest that law and trusting are largely substitutes within the relevant domain.

One interesting extension of this finding comes from Fehr et al. (2007, Chapter 16 in this volume), who essentially endogenize the legal crowding-out phenomenon, considering the implications that preferences for fairness have on ex ante contracting. In their experiments, principals and agents must decide how to design a contract in an environment where the agent’s subsequent effort can affect the principal’s welfare – a classic moral hazard situation. For one set of subjects, principals were given a choice between (1) making a costly investment in an imperfect third-party state verification technology, which would enable them to write explicit incentive contracts with agents and (2) offering to make an unenforceable ‘bonus’ payment without any enforcement by a court if the principal deems the agent’s effort to be satisfactory. Because explicit incentive contracts are costly to invoke, the unenforceable bonus contracts might dominate if they inculcated sufficient trust among the players. However, the experimenters also set up the game specifically as a one-shot game with anonymous identities of players, and thus other-regarding behavior would not be part of an equilibrium among self-interested parties. Within this design, the bonus contract paid off, on average, more than the express incentive contract, suggesting that preferences for fairness were sufficiently prevalent to alter the principal’s favored contract to the one without courts. At the same time, however, the authors found that the power of trusting behavior tended to turn on the way it was manifested in the contractual instrument. In a variation on their baseline test, the experimenters allowed subjects to enter either the contract described in (1), above, or (2) a ‘trust’ contract involving not a bonus payment ex post, but rather a single high wage payment made ex ante, essentially pre-paying the bonus under the assumption that the agent would work hard. Here they found a substantial increase in the prevalence of shirking among agents and a strong preference among principals for the incentive contract. The authors posit that one of the reasons that the ‘bonus’ contract tends to fare much better than the ‘trust’ contract is that the former makes trusting a far less risky action.

Finally, Cain, Loewenstein and Moore (2005, Chapter 18 in this volume) consider a different way in which law may ‘crowd out’ other-regarding behavior: by removing the specter of guilt from behaving in non-trustworthy ways. Here, consider the effect of disclosure rules that require an interested party (such as a stockbroker) to disclose her conflict of interest before offering advice to a client. Specifically, they consider a setting where some subjects (‘estimators’) were asked to estimate the value of money inside a transparent jar. Estimators received compensation directly proportional to the accuracy of their estimates. Prior to issuing their estimates, however, estimators received advice from another set of subjects (‘advisors’). While some advisors
received the same form of compensation as estimators, other advisors were compensated not on accuracy, but rather on how high the estimator’s ultimate conjecture was. Thus, these conflicted advisors had an incentive to push estimator’s bids too high. Finally, the experimenters varied the conditions, at times requiring interested advisors to disclose their conflicts of interest, while other times allowing them to remain silent about it. They found, not surprisingly, that all conflicted advisors tended to render advice above what disinterested advisors gave. But more interesting, they also found that the conflicted advisors who disclosed that fact tended to give the highest conjectured value, effectively behaving as if the disclosure had given them license to exaggerate. The conflicted advisors that did not have to disclose may, in contrast, have been constrained by a preference for fairness that dampened their strategic incentives. Moreover, because disclosing conflicted advisors gave more distorted advice, evaluators tended to fare most poorly in the conditions where a conflict of interest was required to be disclosed.

Conclusion

This book serves a number of important purposes. The first is to recognize the significant and powerful contributions that researchers in Experimental Law and Economics have made during the past two decades to our knowledge of human behavior, and how it interacts with legal and regulatory environments. These contributions transcend the legal setting, and provide contributions to the analysis of human decision making that are relevant to economists, psychologists and policy-makers interested in human behavior. The articles reproduced here are but a sampling of a number of excellent studies in a field that claims contributions from economists, psychologists, traditional legal scholars and permutations thereof. It is a field that is already so large that it is impossible to include all worthy contributions in a single volume.

At the same time, the analysis in this Introduction suggests that Experimental Law and Economics has much further to go. Neither predominant account of human cognition and behavior within legal environments – Expected Utility or Prospect Theory – has proven to be successful as a unitary theory across all contextual arenas. Moreover, in our view, the dichotomous debate among advocates about which unitary account is valid is both misplaced and counterproductive. It frequently induces policy-makers and scholars to identify with one camp or the other, and in so doing invites policy reforms that are likely to be inappropriately extrapolated from experimental (or theoretical) settings that are excessively artificial. Research occurring outside of Experimental Law and Economics suggests that the resolution of the debate between these competing theories likely lies with the realization that human decisions cannot be explained by any unitary-process theory. To predict choices, we need to better understand both the multiple programs which influence decision making and the external factors that affect the relative influences of these programs.

Viewed in this light, this book represents two types of invitations for those who either wish to join the fray or already find themselves in it. The first is for theorists to consider developing alternative accounts that are better able to explain experimental observations in a meaningful, predictive, and testable way than are existing theories. The second is for experimentalists to take great care to articulate both the purpose of their experimentation and the domain of the theory(ies) they wish to test/develop. Greater attention to relating how behavior depends on context may not only create benefits for the development of new theories, but it would also
help to spawn policy choices that are based on responsible extrapolations from that research, even before those new theories fully emerge.
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1. Expected Utility Theory has been one of the foundational bedrocks of economics since the mid-twentieth century (and arguably even before). For an overview of the technical requirements in Expected Utility Theory, as well as a framework generalizing it to a world of cognitive biases, see Camerer and Talley (2007). While the concept of expected utility conventionally is viewed as synonymous with Rational Choice Theory, the latter concept is at least formally a broader one. For the purposes of this book, however, the concepts may be treated as largely interchangeable.

2. Notably, both empiricism and experimentalism use accepted statistical techniques both to summarize data and to test hypotheses. Their core distinction comes from the distinct underlying sources of that data.

3. Thus, when confronted with evidence of actual decisions that appear to be inconsistent with Expected Utility Theory, Law and Economics scholars sometimes argue that the evidence does not show irrationality per se. Instead, some argue that people’s choices were distorted by some imperfection external to the decision-making program (e.g. they were misinformed).

4. To be sure, deconstructive results can be helpful in motivating the formulation of alternative theories, capable of themselves being tested. But these results cannot be used as the basis for legal policy until we have developed a theory that helps us predict what factors influence decision making, as without such a theory we cannot be certain whether real-world decisions present subjects with the same choice as the experiments.

5. Specifically, whereas Expected Utility Theory assumes that decision-makers exhibit utility functions that are universally concave, Prospect Theory assumes that decision-makers posses a utility function that has a kink at whatever reference point that person identifies with the status quo, and is convex below that reference point.


7. This is a possibility that warrants consideration since many of the experiments are indeed invalid. Moreover, recent work by Professors Plott and Zeiler has shown that certain long-accepted experimental results supporting alternatives to Expected Utility Theory appear to be the product of subject misconceptions (Plott and Zeiler, 2005; Chapter 6 in this volume).

8. One suggestive hypothesis, for example, is that deliberative decision making may conform to traditional Rational Choice Theory (although it may exhibit some elements of loss aversion), while intuitive processes may be more akin to traditional Prospect Theory.

9. A significant potential limitation of the multiple-process theory of decision-making is the challenge associated with testing such a theory. Indeed, because multiple-process theory conceives of decision makers as ‘switching’ cognitive frames from one context to another, it injects degrees of freedom that potentially render it less falsifiable, violating a core Popperian desideratum that remains (albeit with some criticism) at the core of most hard social science research. We revisit this issue – along with measures that researchers might take in addressing it – in Part II of this Introduction.


11. It is important to recognize at the outset that this distinction is often one of degree and is not absolute. Many experiments are designed to test a theory in the expectation that it will be falsified, and also provide data that can be used to build a new theory. An obvious example of this is the seminal paper by Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1990, Chapter 4 in this volume) on the endowment effect that
both provided data that is inconsistent with Rational Choice Theory but also contributed to the
development of Endowment Effect Theory. Other examples of such studies, such as Plott and Zeiler
(2005, Chapter 6 in this volume) and Fehr, Klein and Schmidt (2007, Chapter 16 in this volume)
are found within this volume. These sorts of ‘dual’ studies are among the more difficult to evaluate,
since – as described below – the desiderata for theory-generating work and theory-testing work are
not the same. Consequently, it is important to read such studies in a sort of contingent fashion, with
the context of the underlying goals that one might ascribe to them firmly in mind. Some dual studies
may, for example, attempt exhaustively to falsify an existing theory (or, at least, narrow its predictive
domain), but then only posit informally possible alternative explanations. Others may show only
specific examples where a theoretical prediction is not borne out, but then formulate elaborate
theoretical frameworks that are consistent with those examples.

12. To be sure, the dichotomy we describe between unitary- and multiple-process theories is an
exaggerated one, as some work likely falls somewhere in between. We have used this categorical
distinction solely for expository purposes, realizing that these points probably demarcate ends of
a fluid spectrum.

13. See supra no. 1.

14. Risk-neutral people rank choices based on their expected value, which equals the probability of the
outcome multiplied by its magnitude. Risk-averse people are assumed to rank choices based on
their expected value and the variance in potential outcomes; they prefer lower variance in outcomes
to higher variance, all else equal.

15. Experiments can be used more effectively to refute a unitary-process theory than to prove it, because
a single experiment showing that people sometimes behave consistent with the theory does not
support the hypothesis that they always do.

16. We have specifically mentioned the intellectual ‘battle of the bands’ between Expected Utility
Theory and Prospect Theory here not only because it cleanly identifies a domain where two
competing accounts of behavior prevail, but also because this debate among unitary-process theories
has been at the very core of experimental economics, experimental psychology and Experimental
Law and Economics for nearly three decades. Many (though certainly not all) researchers probably
still direct their work towards engaging this debate (or even resolving it), hoping to determine once
and for all whether Expected Utility Theory or Prospect Theory is the ‘best’ explanation of human
behavior.

17. Similarly, recent neuroscience evidence indicates that people evaluate uncertainty in ways consistent
with Expected Utility Theory, in that people presented with choices that give rise to uncertain payoffs
select actions based on consideration of both the magnitude and the probability of the resulting
outcomes, as Expected Utility Theory suggests. Indeed, researchers have provided evidence that
even non-human primates select between uncertain outcomes based on their expected value
(weighing both probability and magnitude), consistent with Expected Utility Theory; they also
appear to engage in the type of strategic behavior suggested by the Nash Equilibrium (Glimcher
and Rustichini, 2004). Behavior in markets also often conforms to Rational Choice Theory.

18. For an interesting exploration of the normative implications of debiasing see Jolls and Sunstein

19. Among a number of experimental economists, this generalizing move is already under way. A
number of scholars have attempted to posit a ‘Generalized’ Expected Utility (or GEU) account of
behavior that folds in both conventional Expected Utility Theory and conventional Prospect Theory
as special cases of a more robust theory of decision making that inhabits a broader domain (see
Camerer and Talley, 2007). For example, it may be the case that endowment effects emerge in
situations where, say, parties are anticipating interacting with others within a bargaining setting,
and they subconsciously augment their bargaining toughness by placing premia on objects they
already possess while discounting those that they do not (see e.g. Heifetz et al., 2007).

20. In other words, the insistence on universal mutual exclusivity between dominant accounts of human
decision may be the problem, and both approaches should be folded into more general, multiple-
process theory that maps contexts to decision-making programs and ultimately to outcomes. Such
reflective, generalizing moves have occurred in other famous instances. For generations, for
example, theoretical physics was dominated by two competing theories about the nature of light.
One theory held that light is comprised of particles. The other held that light is comprised of waves. Despite decades of experiments, neither side could decisively win the debate. Some experiments found evidence of light behaving like waves. Others found evidence inconsistent with the wave theory, but consistent with the theory that light behaves like particles. Physics was only able to break the stalemate when it recognized that the competing theories were incorrectly conceived as unitary-process theories of light. Rather, they turned their attention to a meta-theory that attempted to characterize light as particles in some circumstances and waves in others. Ultimately, then, the theory morphed into one that attempted to understand the contexts under which the particle versus light analogy was most apt. It took physicists a long time to get there because it took them a considerable time to figure out it wasn’t a battle of bands. We only got traction when someone posited a theory to explain both results.

21. ‘Although visceral factors … play an essential (and probably dominant) role in human behavior, people’s introspection about the causes of their own behavior lead them to under appreciate the influence of visceral factors and to exaggerate the importance of higher-level cognitive processes. Numerous studies have employed diverse methods to show that people tend to interpret their own behavior as the result of deliberative decision making even when this is not the case’ (Loewenstein, 2000: 427). For a review of the literature on this issue see Wegner and Wheatley (1999).

22. These more automatic decision-making programs are not simply instincts, in the classic sense of the term. These non-conscious processes also include reasoning programs, decision rules and moral intuitions that guide our views as to what is the right choice. Some argue that these intuitive programs evolved over thousands of years to solve recurrent situations presented to early man, and that we continue to apply today without any awareness that we are doing so. Indeed some argue that our brains evolved quite precise decision-making programs specialized to solve particular recurrent problems, such as how to avoid predators, cooperate with others, and protect children. It is argued that these programs include one designed to solve decision-making problems associated with cooperation in small hunter-gatherer societies. These programs – covering issues such as reciprocal cooperation, collective action, and so forth – reside within us still, it is argued, and are implicated automatically when we make decisions in certain social contexts notwithstanding the fact that modern social contexts often no longer involve the small group, repeat-interaction situations that our programs were designed to address. According to this view, and in order to predict how people will behave, especially in contexts where their decisions will be affected by their moral intuitions, we need to understand which program the particular context will implicate and what inferences, motivations and emotions that program will produce (Cosmides and Tooby, 2006).

23. Numerous neuro-imaging studies show that tasks involving moral judgments activate brain areas known to process emotions (e.g., Moll et al., 2002; Heekeren et al., 2003; Greene et al., 2001, 2004; Luo et al., 2006; see generally Hauser, 2006).

24. Other lines of research also support the multiple-process hypothesis. For example, in one study researchers examined the role of moral intuitions by comparing decision making of normal subjects with subjects who have a lesion in the part of the brain that guides particular moral choices. The lesion does not otherwise affect the subjects’ decision making. The lesion subjects made choices consistent with ‘normal subjects’ when presented with choices that did not involve a particular type of moral dilemma. Yet they deviated when presented with the moral dilemma of whether they would kill someone if it meant saving other people. The lesion subjects answered consistently with strict rationality, they would act to kill one person if it meant saving a great many more. The normal subjects generally refused to do so, concluding that it was wrong to sacrifice the innocent person even if many would perish as a result. These authors concluded that their evidence supports the conclusion that people’s actions in these situations normally are guided by an interaction between intuitive reactions about right and wrong and conscious deliberation, with the former often being quite powerful. As for the lesion patients, the lesion in question eliminated this intuitive program, enabling their conscious, deliberative processes to rule the decision unchecked (Koenigs et al., 2007). Another interesting feature of this study is that it provides evidence that decision-making programs may be quite problem specific. The lesion patients exhibited non-standard moral judgments only for a specific class of problem; their moral judgments were normal for other types of moral problems (Koenigs et al., 2007).
25. Another recent study supports the ideas that decision making is the result of a complex interaction between deliberative processes (which include a concern for self-interest) and more intuitive or emotional processes that operate outside of the domain of our attention, and that people may exhibit automatic processes that are targeted to particular classes of problems, and thus are domain-specific. In one experiment, researchers discovered that they could alter the behavior of subjects playing the Ultimatum game by disrupting a particular area of the brain (the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DLPFC). Subjects whose right DLPFC was disrupted were more willing than control subjects to accept an unfair offer in an Ultimatum game. These subjects retained their ability to determine that the offer was unfair, but no longer were willing to reject it. The researchers hypothesize that the DLPFC operates to override people’s selfish inclinations to accept positive offers in order to reject offers perceived to be unfair (Knoch et al., 2006).

26. Viewed from the negative perspective, researchers should avoid extravagant (or ad hoc) theories of context that themselves require troves of experimental data to test, so long as the testability of simple theories about context are not overly restricting.

27. Although experimental psychologists have long been comfortable with contextually rich experimental instruments, their counterparts in economics have traditionally preferred highly artificial and a-contextual environments.

28. This claim that experiments should grant subjects payoffs that conform to their choices is accepted by experimental economists, but not by experimental psychologists. Indeed, it is one feature that distinguishes experimental economics from experimental psychology.

29. Specifically, there is evidence that subjects’ behavior differs in experiments where the experimenter knows the identity of subjects from situations where the experiment is double-blind (Hoffman et al., 1994, Chapter 13 in this volume; Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter 6 in this volume).

30. The proposition that robust experimental tests of decision making require that experimental subjects be presented with experiments where the financial and non-financial rewards are similar in type and relative magnitude to the context being considered finds support in recent evidence on decision-making emerging out of neuroeconomics. As previously discussed, these experiments suggest that people do not employ a single decision-making program to make all decisions. Instead, people use multiple processes that interact with one another. Moreover, the intuitive processes often are triggered automatically and are outside of our control. The actual outcome of the decision depends on how the deliberative and intuitive programs interact. This, in turn, depends on the presence of factors that may mute or trigger our intuitive decision-making programs. When a decision triggers an intuitive program, a subject may follow it completely – even when it is contrary to her hypothetical financial interests – if it is not contrary to her actual financial interests. Even when paid, she may be more likely to follow the intuitive program if the consequences of her choice are not salient– for example, if she plays the experiment only once for actual pay and does not have the experience of following it and experiencing a financial loss. The balance between deliberative decision making and intuitive processes may differ when subjects engage in paid practice rounds that allow them to experience the losses associated with certain actions. (For evidence that paid practice rounds can affect outcomes see Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter 6 in this volume).

31. By contrast, the criteria of contextual awareness is really not particularly relevant to unitary-process theories, but is vitally important to multiple-process theories. Provided that the experiment satisfies the criterion of internal consistency and control, the results of an experiment that validates or invalidates a unitary-process theory should apply across contexts.

32. The number of trades is an indirect measure of the gap. The direct measure is to compare the minimum price endowed subjects will accept to part with the mug with the maximum amount non-endowed subjects are willing to pay to obtain it. There is evidence that the latter is the better way to measure the gap and the former may not accurately determine whether a significant gap exists in the data (Franciosi et al., 1996; see also Plott and Zeiler, 2005, Chapter 6 in this volume).

33. In the Plott and Zeiler experiment, subjects experienced two paid practice rounds and 14–15 actual rounds.

34. This is consistent with List (2003), who conducted a field experiment of trading card exchanges and found that subjects endow when they do not exchange cards regularly, but cease to exhibit an endowment effect once they begin to trade on a regular basis.
This implies that the failure to pay subjects can affect experimental results even when the experiment involves a comparison of how different types of subjects behave, if these subjects when deciding in the ‘real world’ are likely to respond differently to the financial consequences of real-world choices.

Evidence of other factors affecting trial settlement would be relevant not only for our understanding of the settlement process itself, but also could have implications for analysis of other areas involving negotiations (including the Coase Theorem itself).

At the beginning of the experiment, each subject was paid $4 to participate and then defendant subjects were given an additional $10.

Self-serving biases also have been found outside the lab. Babcock, Wang and Loewenstein (1996) conducted a field experiment of labor–management negotiations of public school teachers and found evidence that bargaining impasse could be attributable to self-serving biases.

Experts are as likely to exhibit certain biases as non-experts because decision-making experience alone does not necessarily convey decision-making skills. For experience to help debias it must provide direct feedback about the quality of the decision. This often does not occur in practice. For example, a lawyer who recommends settlement never learns what would have happened had he gone to trial (Thaler, 1986).

See also Babcock and Loewenstein, (1997; 116–17), finding that lawyer subjects in a negotiation experiment were as affected by framing biases as were student subjects.

Interestingly, urging subjects to consider the strengths of the other side’s case did not work (and sometimes backfired) (Babcock, Loewenstein and Issachasoff, 1998, Chapter 11 in this volume). Similarly, one cannot debias subjects simply by informing them of the existence of the self-serving bias. Subjects informed about the bias expect their counterparts to exhibit the bias but seem to believe that they themselves are immune (Babcock and Loewenstein, 1997).
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